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In may 1973 the National Cancer Institute (ICI)
renewed, for 18 months, a sole-source contract with the Uppley
Institute for: cancer research. Since the $3o. million renemal,
the contract has been modifitd sevaral tines so that, as of
November 1977, 36 months and $9.4 million have been added to the
contract period and cost. MCI awarded a 1-year, S3.6 million
extension to the contract in November 1977.
Findings/Conclusions: In renewing the contract, MCI used an ad
hoc group to make technical reviews of the proposai rather than
the standing committees chartered for this purpose.
Recoemendations were apparently disregardd in negotiating the
scope and asount of the contract, and Justification for
noncompetitive procurement vas not based totally on facts.
Problems ilentified in contract administration and performance
were: contract monitoring was ineffective; the contractor did
not fulfill reporting obligations; Eppley officials carried out
and financed 11 prolects with contract funds without obtaining
initial formal approval; Eppley made charges to contract funds
for personnel, laboratory animals, supplies and equipment which
were not used for contract work or were not adequately
controlled; and Eppley received apprcval to refurbish its
breeding facility which was breeding more animals than were
needed for research. Eppley has taken some action to reimburse
the contract foL noncontract costs. a review of the contract by
the Department of Health, Education, aMd elfare (HiE) Audit
Agency is under way. Recommendations: The Secretary of SEW
should: require that the audit of the Appley contract cover
matters relating to improper use of Federal funds ard equipment
and obtain appropriate corrective actions; require that MCI
officials obtain and analyze data on the need for research
animals at Eppley before approval is given to refurtish the
aniaal farm; provide for necessary inveatcry controls and use of
equipment and personnel under contract funds; require that



recommendations of scientifi- reviewers, a management group, and
auditors be used in negotiating a budget for future work;
require that noncompetitive procurement be based totally on
facts; require that the contractor's budget proposal contain
data on each proposd project; and consider adding provisions to
any future contract to clearly state conditions for project
approval, personnel use, contract modifications, and inventory
control. For future contract work witi. Eppley, the Secretary of

BEU should improve contract .sonitoring a.A administration. (HTI)
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Need To Improve Administration
Of A Carcinogen Testing And
Carcinogenesis Research Contract

Contractor and National Cancer institute offi-
cials have been IdX in administering a con-
tract costing more than $12.8 million. This
has resulted in the contractor making un-
authorized use of Federal funds and equip-
ment and not complying with all the terms of
the contract. Institute officials were unaware
of these situations.

Problems under the contr3ct are being re-
viewed. Procedures are being strengthened for
monitoring future work under this contract
which will be carried out under a 1-year, $3.6
million contract extension awarded in Novem-
ber 1977.
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3 4~~ ~ COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITV STATES
WASHINGTON, D.C. t0543

B-164031(2)

The Honorable David R. Obey
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Obey:

In response to your June 6, 1977, letter, we reviewed
a National Cancer Institute contract with the University of
Nebraska's Eppley Institute. Our report describes (1) the
National Cancer Institute's actions in awarding and moni-
toring the contract, (2) the adequacy of contractor control
over funds and property, (3) personnel matters pertaining
to the professional staff at the Eppley Institute, and (4)
results of work done under the contract.

Also, as you requested, the report contains our
conclusions and recommendations, and written comments on
the report by the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare and the University of Nebraska.

As agreed with your office, only officials of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and the Uni-
versity of Nebraska will be sent copies of the report at
the same time it is delivered to you. We will not make any
additioral distribution of the report for a period of five
working days after you have received it or until you publicly
announce its contents.

ly you

Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPORT NEED TO IMPROVE ADMINISTRATION
TO THE HONORABLE DAVID R. OBEY OF A CARCINOGEN TESTING AND
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES CARCINOGENESIS RESEARCH

CONTRACT

D I GEST

In May 1973 the National Cancer Institute
renewed, for 18 months, a sole source
contract with the University of Nebraska's
Eppley Institute for Research in Cancer.
Since the $3.4 million renewal, the con-
tract has been modified several times
so that as of November 1977, 36 months
and $9.4 million have b-en added to the
contract period and cost. The award of
the contract renewal and its administration
had several weaknesses. As a result there
was unauthorized use of Federal funds and
equipment by Eppley, and Institute offi-
cials wer: not fully aware of how Eppley
was administering the contract or what was
being achieved. In October 1976 -ppley
proposed to continue 'ork for 3 additional
years at an estimatec. ost of $16.4 mil-
lion. The National Cancer Institute
awarded a 1-year, $3.6 million exttnsion
to the contract in November 1977.

INSTITUTE'S CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

In renewing the contract in 1973, the In-
stitute used an ad hoc group to make tech-
nical reviews of the contract proposal.
Standing committees which were chartered
for such a purpose should have been used.
Recommendations were apparently disregarded
in negotiating the scope and amount of the
contract. Also, the justification for
noncompetitive procurement was not based
totally on facts.

Institute monitoring of the contract was
ineffective. The contracting officer was
not aware of some situations which required
his attention and claimed that he lacked
the leverage needed to require the con-
tractcr to comply with reporting

viLbE' Upon removal, tne report
cr a should be noted on.i HRD-78-44



requirements. The project officer stated
that he could not fulfill all of his duties
because the contract was too big and com-
plex for one individual to administer.

CONTRACT OBLIGATIONS AND RESULTS

The contractor did not fulfill reporting
obligations under the contract. In another
instance, information was not available to
show whether a contract obligation for
level of effort had been met.

Inst;itute officials were not familiar with
the contents of progress reports or papers
riblished on the results of projects
carried out under the contract. While they
could recite some achievements, they said
that the value of what had been done under
the contract was intangible and therefore
not capable of being equated with the
money spent.

EPPLEY MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Eppley officials carried out and financed
11 projects with contract funds for which
they did not obtain initial formal approv-
al from the Institute. Charges to contract
funds were made for personnel, and labora-
tory animals and supplies which were not
used for contract work. Equipment either
furnished by the Government or purchased
with contract funds was not being ade-
quately controlled and, in some cases, was
improperly used for noncontract work.
Federal regulations for certifying person-
nel services charged to the contract were
not being followed.

Controls for recording employees' leave
were inadequate. Also Eppley received ap-
proval to refurbish its breeding facility
which was breeding many more animals than
it needed for research purposes.
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN

Eppley officials have made some adjustments
to reimburse the contract for noncontract
costs originally paid for with contract
funds. The Institute has requested the
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare Audit Agency to review the Eppley
contract. That review is currently under
way. Three Institute officials have been
designated as new project officers. Also,
Eppley has been instructed to defer
awarding a contract for refurbishing the
animal-breeding facility until the
Institute determines what size facility is
needed.

RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO is making several recommendations which
should help correct problems under the con-
tract and assure improved administration on
any future contract work with Eppley.
(See p. 43.)

HEW AND CONTRACTOR COMMENTS

HEW concurred with all but part of one of
GAO's recommendations. Corrective actions
have already begun on several matters and
additional actions are planned. (See p. 46.)

Although the contractor acknowledged the
validity of some findings and reported that
new procedures have been implemented to
control contract activities, it disagreed
with other findings. GAO reviewed the con-
tractor's comments but concluded that its
findings are valid. The contractor also
expressed concern that burdensome adminis-
trative procedures could be imposed if
GAO's recommendations are adopted. (See
p. 47.)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

We reviewed a sole source contract awarded in 1973 bythe National Cancer Institute (NCI) to the University of
Nebraska's Eppley Institute for Research in Cancer. We
were asked to report on (1) the actions taken by NCI in the
award and monitoring of the contract, (2) the contractor'scontrols over the use of Federal funds and property, (3)
various personnel matters pertaining to the professional
staff at Eppley, and (4) the work performed under the con-
tract with a determination, if possible, of its usefulness.
(See app. I)

BACKGROUND

The goal of the National Cancer Program is to develop
the means to significantly reduce the incidence, morbidity,
and mortality of cancer in man, and ultimately to develoD
the means to eliminate all human cancer. As an integral
part of this program, NCI's Carcinogenesis Program has be-come a collective effcrt of some 200 laboratories using
multidisciplinary approaches to study cancer prevention.
The program is characterized by the integration of basic
research and applied research oriented toward specific
disease problems.

For fiscal year 1976 about $42.5 million was obligated
for the contract segment of the Carcinogenesis Program.
About two-thirds of the contract funds have been spent in
testing various substances to determine if they cause cancer
while much of the remainder has been spent for cancer
research. Carcinogen 1/ testing involves studies aimed at
defining the role of environmental, chemical, and physical
factors in producing cancer. Carcinogenesis 2/ research in-
cludes the development of better biological models and
mechanism studies which provide a basis for the future
understanding of the effects of cancer producing substances
and for the development of preventive measures.

1/ A carcinogen is a cancer-causing agent or substance.

2/ Carcinogenesis is the causation of cancer.



THE EPPLEY INSTITUE FOR RESEARCH IN CANCER

The Eppley Institute was established through an agree-
ment between the Eppley Foundation of Omaha, Nebraska, and
the University of Nebraska. It's facilities are located in
Omaha and include about 55,000 square feet of space for
research. Administratively Eppley is a component of the
Nebraska University Medical Center. Its Director reports to
the Chancellor of the Medical Center.

Epplpy's program is oriented towards the collaboration
among chemists, biochemists, biologists, pathologists, and
epidemiologists in studying carcinogenicity and related
research in carcinogenesis. Included in its program are:

-- Testing of suspected carcinogens of major
environmental importance.

-- Development of specific new techniques for
chronic toxicity testing.

-- Chemical and analytical methodology for the
detection of carcinogens.

--Study of the mechanisms of chemical carcino-
genesis.

--Initiation of epidemiological studies into the
action of hemical carcinogens in man.

--Provision of personalized research training for
younger investigators.

HISTORY OF CARCINOGENESIS RESEARCH
AND CARCINOGEN TESTING AT EPPLEY

The research program in environmental carcinogenesis
being performed at Eppley began in 1950 at the Chicago
Medical School. It was initially devoted to the study of
the mechanismst of chemical carcinogenesis, using both experi-
mental pathological and biochemical methods. Subsequently,
the program became a combination of research into mechanisms
of carcinogenesis and research to identify those carcinogens
in the environment of importance to human disease. Until
1961 these efforts were supported by a series of NCI research
grants. On NCI's initiative, the research grants were dis-
continued and a contract was negotiated to underwrite the
operation.
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Because of a decision by the Chicago Medical School toreduce its emphasis on research, including the elimination ofthe Institute for Medical Research, Division of Oncology, theprincipal investigator for the contract relocated his program,laboratory, and staff to Eppley in 1968.

From March 1968 to May 1973, Eppley was to perform abalanced amount of carcinogenesis research and carcinogentesting under an NCI contract amounting to approximately$6.4 million.

A renewal of the noncompetitive contract was negotiatedfor the period May 1973 to November 1974, under which Eppleywas to perform a balanced amount of carcinogenesis researchand carcinogen testing. Through subsequent modifications,the contract will run to November 15, 1978, with totalestimated costs amounting to more than $16.4 million. (Fordetails on contract funding, see app. II.)

DESCRIPTION OF WORK UNDER THE
CONTRACT RENEWAL

The May 1973 contract renewal for the carcinogenesisprogram at Eppley is a negotiated cost-reimbursement typeaward between NCI and the Board of Regents of the Universityof Nebraska.

Under the contract renewal Eppley is to c-e;duct anintegrated program of carcinogen testing, primarily withrespect to potential environmental carcinogens and relatedresearch in carcinogenesis. The carcinogen testing programis to be concerned principally with substances judged to con-stitute the greatest hazards to public health, such as, butnot restricted to, environmental carcinogens, foods, addi-tives, and selected pharmaceuticals, and coal tar and petro-leum combustion products. The selection of specific sub-stances to be tested is to be made jointly by the NCI ProjectOfficer and Eppley.

The contract renewal required that Eppley continueperformance on 95 projects previously started under the con-tract and initiate 59 new projects proposed by Eppley inFebruary 1973. In February 1975 a major revision to the con-tract authorized Eppley to initiate research on an additional30 projects.

In October 1976 Eppley made a pzoposal to NCI to continuethe contract for three additional years at an estimated cost
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of about $16.4 million. In November 1977 NCi awarded a 1-
year, $3.6 million extension to the contract which authorized
work on 28 new projects and the continuation of 36 other
projects.

OTHER EPPLEY RESEARCH

In addition to performing cancer research for the Govern-
ment, Eppley has also performed research for the American
Cancer Society, the World Health Organization, and some in-
dusLtrial concerns. However: as shown below, most research
at Eppley for fiscal year 19,i was paid for by the Government,

Percent of
Total total

Source of funds expenditures expenditures

NCI contract $2,725,100 69
Other Federal projects 438,200 12
Non-Federal projects 765,300 19

$3,928,600 100

SCOPE OF REVIEW

We made our review at the NCI headquarters in Bethesda,
Maryland, and at the Eppley Tnstitute for Research in Cancer
in Omaha, Nebraska. At NCI headquarters our review concen-
trated on the award and monitoring of the May 1973 contract
renewal and its modifications, as of June 1977. We also
reviewed the procedures being followed in the current con-
tract renewal process. 1/ At Eppley we concentrated ourreview on contract activities occurring since the beginning
of fiscal year 1976.

Our objectives were to determine the effectiveness ofNCI's administration and monitoring of its carcinogen testing
and research contract with Eppley and to evaluate Eppley's
management of the contract. To meet these objectives we:

-.-Interviewed present and former officials of NCI
and present Eppley representatives.

1/ Since our field work was completed in August 1977, all the
actions taken on the 1-year $3.6 million modification
awarded in November 1977 were not reviewed.
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-- Reviewed NCI policies, procedures, and regulations
involving awarding and monitoring of cancer
research contracts and determined the procedures
followed for the Eppley contract.

-- Examined selected records, reports, and other
documentation relative to Eppley's activities
performed under the contract with NCI.
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CHAPTER 2

NCI ADMINISTRATION OF THE

EPPLEY CONTRACT

The National Cancer Institute has not properly or
diligently administered a contract for carcinogen testing
and carcinogenesis research at the University of Nebraska's
Eppley Institute.

Technical reviews made of the contractor's work pro-
posals did not comply with the normal procedures used by NCI
at the time because the reviews were made by an ad hoc group
rather than by standing committees chartered by NCI. No con-
sensus opinions or recommendations were rendered by the
reviewers who comprised the ad hoc group, and recommendations
of individual reviewers appear to have been disregarded in
awarding the contract renewal in 1973.

Furthermore, the justification for noncompetitive award
to Eppley was weak and not. totally supported with facts.
Changes to the work scope were made without being properly
approved by NCI and overall monitoring of the contract has
been inadequate.

The following is a summary of selected issues which we
believe demonstrates the weaknesses in administering the con-
tract and the need for NCI to improve its administration of
any future contract work with Eppley.

NCI CONTRACT REVIEW PROCEDURES

In January 1973 NCI implemented new contract review pro-
cedures, referred to as the Orange Book. It detailed pro-
cedures for documenting contract awards and actions, and re-
quirements for committee review to be followed by all NCI
groups. While the Orange Book represented official NCI pro-
cedures, it was, according to one National Institutes of
Health (NIH) contracting official, general enough to allow
flexibility in reviewing contracts. The Orange Book
established minimum requirements for project review at NCI,
including (1) dual review, (2) technical review by a staading
committee for noncompetitive awards, and (3) justification
for noncompetitive procurements.

Dual review is defined as a review by each of two sepa-
rate committees: a review for priority, relevance, and need
by an NCI senior staff committee, and a review for scientific
merit by a technical committee or a source evaluation
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committee. Review by a technical committee means a review by
recognized experts in the field from within and/or outside the
National Institutes of Health. According to the procedures,
a'. new projects, projects without an approved project plan,
or projects extended for 1 year or more beyond the approved
project plan were to receive a dual review.

For noncompetitive awards the procedures stipulated that
a standing technical committee 1/ will review the proposal
and make a recommendation for consideration by the senior
staff committee. Also a justification for noncompetitive
procurements must be prepared as required by NCI procedures
and Federal Procurement Regulations (FPR 1-3.210) citing the
circumstances that preclude competition.

The Orange Book has specific requirements for NCI's
Division of Cancer Cause and Prevention to follow in review ng
solicited and unsolicited new proposals. For solicited pit-
posals the Request for Proposal (RFP) and project plan pre-
pared by NCI program staff are to be reviewed by the Carcino-
genesis Contract Program Management Group (C('PMG), the equiv-.
alent of the previously mentioned senior staff committee, for
need, relevance, and priority. Contractor proposals submitted
in response to RFP are then reviewed for scientific merit
by a technical committee, and one or more organizations are
recommended for an award.

Procedures for unsolicited proposals differ somewhat
because the project idea begins with the contractor rather
than with the NCI program staff. As a result there is no RFP
to be reviewed, but a Justification for Non-Competitive Pro-
curement is needed. Unsolicited proposals are reviewed ini-
tially for scientific merit by a technical review committee
and then by CCPMG for need, relevance, and priority.

Technical review committees are established by the Di-
rector, NCI, under authority granted to him by the National
Cancer Act (42 U.S.C. 286d). Seven ad hoc technical review
committees, referred to as segment advisory groups, were
established within the Division of Cancer Cause and Preven-
tion during 1971 and 1972.

1/ A standing technical committee is one having a fixed me..-
bership and chartered in accordance with the 1972 Federal
Advisory Committee Act, 86 Stat. 770. See following page.
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The 1972 Federal Advisory Committee Act (86 Stat. 770)
required that all standing committees be chartered and that
no committee could meet or take action until the charter was
filed. In line with this requirement, the seven segment
advisory groups and an advisory panel were chartered in
February 1973. In August 1973 one segment advisory group was
split into two segments and new charters were filed. In
April 1974 all nine advisory groups were abolished and their
functions incorporated into three chartered scientific review
committees, one of which was later incorporated into the two
remaining committees. According to an NCt contracting offi-
cial, any of the chartered committees could be the standing
technical review committees referred to in the Orange Book.

The National Cancer Institute's Committee Management
Procedures and Guidelines state that a group which includes
at least one non-Federal employee called together by NCI to
provide advice and/or recommendations as a group or consensus
action is an advisory committee within the meaning of the
1972 Federal Advisory Committ.ee Act and should be chartered.
The guidelines further state that ad hoc groups called
together to give group advice, including contract review,
are advisory committees subject to the act, even if there
is only one meeting. A footnote in the guidelines states
that the criteria of giving individual opinions, rather than
group advice, should not be applied to grant or contract
review committees to avoid requirements of the Federal Advi-
sory Committee Act. The committees are part of the "dual
review" system and typically provide consensus opinions and
advice by vote.

The Orange Book also contained a requirement for a site
visit to be made for all contracts of $100,000 or more annual
funding before an initial award is made. One of the purposes
cited for making site visits is to obtain information for use
in considering contract awards or renewals. Visits are to be
made by NCI staff and persons from the outside research com-
munity who have expert knowledge and experience.

RENEWAL ACTIONS

In 1973 a proposal from the Eppley Institute was reviewed
by NCI for a noncompetitive contract renewal. Subsequently a
renewal was awarded for an 18-month period from May 15, 1973,
to November 15, 1974. The contract was later extended until
February 15, 1975, to provide NCI time to complete the neces-
sary review and approval actions for the next renewal.
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Renewal actions were undertaken on a noncompetitive

basis in 1974 and a modification renewed the contract for

21 months from February 15, 1975, to November 15, 1976.

Additional modifications to allow time for review of a

renewal proposal extended the contract through November 15,

1977. As noted earlier the contract was recently renewed

to November 15, 1978.

In considering renewal of the contract in 1973, 
1974,

and 1977, NCI subjected the contractor's proposals to (1)

reviews for scientific merit by a technical review group,

(2) reviews for program relevance by the senior staff

committee, (3) budget reviewTs to determine the reasonable-

ness of the estimated budget, and (4) sole source justifi-

cations to show why it was not necessary to seek competi-

tive bids for the work to be done. The actions taken in

carrying out these four activities are described 
below.

Technical review

1973 review

When the 1973 renewal proposal was submitted there

were seven segment advisory groups in operation which could

have made technical reviews of the proposal. Approximately

half of the work proposed was in the area of expertise of

the bioassay segment advisory group. However, neither this

group nor any of the others was asked to review the proposal

for scientific merit. Instead, an ad hoc group composed of

16 reviewers, 9 NCI staff, and 7 outside consultants, 
was

chosen to review the proposal.

The review was accomplished by having the ad hoc

reviewers mall their comments to NCI after reviewing the

contractor's February 1, 1973, proposal. No site visits were

made by the group members for the purpose of helping to

evaluate the contractor's proposal. The reviewers submitted

their comments to NCI on any sections of the proposal which

they felt qualified to review. Several reviewers commented

on only one section while others commented on several. At no

time did the reviewers meet or express a consensus opinion 
on

any of the sections or on the overall proposal either by means

of a single recommendation, priority scores, or by a mailed

ballot.

When we inquired whether the ad hoc group met the re-

quirements for a review by a standing technical committee,

the NCI official responsible for coordinating the review said

that the ad hoc review did not constitute a formal review
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by a standing technical committee, as required by NCI
guidelines.

The ad hoc group also did not meet the Federal Advisory
Committee Act requirement that before any advisory commit-
tee can meet or take action, it must be chartered. Although
members of the group did not meet or give a consensus opinion
as required by the act, NCI guidelines specifically state that
technical committees which review grants or contracts are
advisory in nature, and further state that the criteria of
not meeting or not providing a consensus opinion should not
be applied to such committees. Therefore, this group should
have been chartered.

In addition the Orange Book requires treating renewal
awards as a new award if a project plan does not exist. A
project plan did not exist for this contract. Therefore a
formal dual review process by a chartered technical review com-
mittee and a senior staff committee should have been initiated.

According to an NCI official, an ad hoc group was used
because the multidisciplinary aspect of the contract proposal
made it impossible for any one segment advisory group to have
the technical expertise to review the total proposal. This
should not have precluded NCI from requesting the segment
advisory groups to comment on those sections they were tech-
nically competent to review since this was the approach taken
by the ad hoc reviewers.

Our review of the comments provided to NCI by the ad hoc
reviewers showed that several reviewers were critical of the
(1) presentation of the proposal, (2) rationale for testing,
(3) details of experimental design, and (4) general quality.
In a sumnmary of reviewers' comments, an NCI official wrote
that several sections of the proposal dealing with lung,
intestinal, in vitro 1/, and transplacental 2/ carcinogenesis

1/ Literally, "within a glass," in this context referring to
tests in which animal or human cells are grown in a culture
where they are exposed to test substances. If carcinogenic,
the substances will kill the cells or cause them to grow
abnormally.

2/ Meaning through the placenta. Indicating studies in which
pregnant animals are exposed to test substances. The sub-
stances, if cancer-causing, will produce cancer in the off-
spring after having passed through the placental barrier.
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were criticized and a recommendation was made that the in-
testinal carcinogen section not be funded. Twenty-one proj-
ects in other sections of the proposal were identified as
being of low priorit',. NCI, however, approved funding for
all the proposed work except for the in vitro carcinogenesis
section consisting of four projects.

We believe that, except for the in vitro carcinogenesis
section, NCI disregarded reviewers' comments In awarding this
contract. For example, one section of the proposal that
dealt with intestinal carcinogens was funded although the
technLcal reviewers recommended that it not be funded. For
the section on transplacental carcinogens, one reviewer
stated that he had no detailed comments because previous
experience had shown that reviewers' crtiticisms and sugges-
tions are uniformly ignored. He cited one project proposed
for continuation under the contract which he specifically
suggested be omitted during the previous year. The only
other reviewer of this section cited the same project and
said that he could not see the justification for it. Despite
the reviewers' comments, funding for the project was con-
tinued. An NCI official defended this action by offering an
example that once NCI has spent $100,000 or more funding a
study by the contractor, it might as well spend another
$20,00-30,000 to complete It, even If its value is doubtful.

In the one instance where NCI appeared to follow the
reviewers comments, four projects on in vitro carcinogens
were not listed in the contract under work to be performed.
During our review, however, we found that the contractor did
perform work on these orojects. (See p. 22.)

1974 review

The 1974 review was also conducted by an ad hoc group
which this time was composed of eight outside consultants
and one NCI staff member. At the time of the review, however,
there were no standing technical committees available to re-
view the contract proposal. During 1974 the original segment
advisory groups were abolished and three new program scien-
tific review committees were chartered. Although the com-
mittees received their charters in April 1974, none became
active until 1975, making it impossible for any of the com-
nittees to review the 1974 proposal.

Again, the ad hoc group was not chartered, as required
by the Federal Advisory Committee Act and NCI guidelines. As
in 1973 group members did not meet or provide a consensus
opinion. This ordinarily would have precluded the need for
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chartering the group, except that NCI guideline point out

that such a group is advisory in nature and sub ect to the

act, even though group members did not meet.

The ad hoc group members who made the review mailed 
in

their individual comments to NCI. Prior to submitting their

comments, four reviewers did make a site visit to the Eppley

Institute. All reviewers submitted comments on the sections

of the proposals they considered themselves qualified 
to

review. One change from the 1973 review was that the re-

viewers were asked to designate a priority for the projects

they reviewed--l(highest priority) to 5 (lowest priority).

Most of the reviewers complied with this request.

Several of the reviewers were critical of the (1) pres-

entation of proposals, (2) lack of rationale 
for testing, (3)

lack of details of experimental design, and (4) relationship

of new to ongoing projects. These criticisms are similar to

those expressed by reviewers during 1973. One of the re-

viewers did not comment on the proposal because it did not

contain adequate information. NCI did use the priority

scores to recommend that 27 new projects not be started,

3 ongoing projects be terminated, and 15 ongoing projects be

phased out. It appears that in 1974, NCI followed the com-

ments of the reviewers much more than in 1973.

1977 review

In 1977, as required by NCI guidelines, the contract was

reviewed by the carcinogenesis program scientific 
review com-

mittee A, a standing technical committee, chartered 
in accord-

ance with the Federal Advisory Committee Act. 
Prior to the

review by the committee, a site visit was conducted 
on

March 14 and 15, 1977. The site visitors included members of

review committee A and also review committee B, an equivalent

group, as well as NCI staff. The site visitors reviewed proj-

ects, assigned priority scors, and made various recommenda-

tions. A series of reports from the site visitors were com-

piled into a volume and submitted to review committee A for

its consideration.

On April 14, 1977, review committee A met to review the

contract proposal. A series of motions was made including

disapproval of some projects, funding of other projects for a

limited time with a further review later, and reductions i!l

staff needed to perform the projects. A vote was taken on

each motion. It appears that the committee considered the

site visitors' recommendations.
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Program review

As part of the dual review system, the contract proposals
were reviewed for need, relevance, and priority by CCPMG.
CCPMG is made up of senior staff within NCI's Division ofCancer Cause and Prevention. CCPMG reviewed and approved therenewals of the Eppley contract.

1973 review

Prior to the CCPMG meeting in April 1973, a member of
CCPMG prepared a summary of the technical reviewers' commentswhich was provided to two other CCPMG members. Also a sum-mary sheet was prepared that contained information on theproposal but did not include reviewers' comments. There isno evidence available, however, to show whether all CCPMG
members had been provided copies of these documents beforethe April 1973 meeting.

The minutes of the CCPMG meeting, at which time approval
was given to fund the proposal, contain only a brief discus-sion of the proposal. According to the then CCPMG ExecutiveSecretary, discussions were often brief because of the many
proposals to be considered at each meeting (25 proposals werereviewed at the April 1973 meeting). The discussion of theproposal recorded in the minutes does not show that reviewers'
comments were discussed.

Except for a comment about the need to avoid duplicationof funding and effort between this proposal and grants pro-posed by investigators at the Eppley Institute, there is noindication that a reduction in the proposed scope of work orin the funds requested was considered. The CCPMG's recommen-dations do not reflect the concerns and recommendations
offered by the technical reviewers.

Subsequent to the CCPMG meeting, a summary review andevaluation checklist, and a summary of negotiation were pre-pared containing a statement which says that an administra-tive decision was made to renew the contract for 18 monthsinstead of the 12 months requested in the proposal. This
was justified on the basis of (1) the size and complexity ofthe program, (2) the need to provide time for the contractorto develop a program more closely alined with segments ofNCI's carcinogenesis program, and (3) the need to allowsufficient time for the contractor to submit the next pro-
posal and for NCI to review it. NCI officials did not knownor did written records show what official or group madethis administrative decision which increased the contract
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by more than $1.1 million (50 percent) without adding anynew projects to the scope of the work.

1974 review

In Deceniber 1974 CCPMG convened and a renewal proposal
from the Eppley Institute was considered. Prior to themeeting, CCPMG members were furnished copies of the proposal,the 1973 CCPMG recommendation on the contract, and a memo bythe project officer showing that most of the technical re-viewers made a site visit in September 1974. Also a summaryreview sheet was prepared which grouped projects into prior-ity categories based on reviewers' opinions. From the minutesof the CCPMG meeting, it appears that the program plan wasalso furnished to the CCPMG members. The only reference tothe reviewers' comments contained in the minutes indicatesthat the project officer said that the reviewers recognizedthat weak spots existed but that their overall iniiression wasone of strength and good research. In 1974 the CCPMG's rec-ommendation for funding the proposal showed that thereviewers priority rankings of projects were considered, andfor the most part, followed.

1977 review

CCPMG met on November 2, 1977, to consider thelatest proposal for renewal of the Eppley Institute contract.At that meeting it was decided to approve a 3-year projectplan and phaseout contract work over the 3-year period.

Budget review

Actual negotiation of the contract budget occurs afterCCPMG recommendations are made. A summary of negotiation isprepared which records actions taken to arrive at the finalcontract budget.

1973 review

The negotiations in 1973 were conducted through a seriesof telephone calls between NCI and contract or officials.
The contractor's proposed budget of about $3.7 million foran 18-month period was negotiated down by about $268,000.The reduction reflected elimination of some equipment andavoidance of overlap between some o? the proposed projectsand three grants already approved for funding by NCI.
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Prior to the budget negotiations: an NCI official pre-oared a memorandum for CCPMG members which suggested that
based on the technical reviewers' recommendations forell 'ating or reducing some projects and questions about ach for central management, a $398,000 reduction be madeto budget. This suggested reduction only applied tothe 12-month period originally proposed by the contractorand not the 18-month period for which the contract wassubsequently negotiated. Furthermore, it did not includethe $189,000 eliminated by NCI officials because of possibleduplication of grant work.

The negotiated budget did not reflect the recommenda-tions of the technical reviewers. If it had the budget wouldhave approximated the following.

Contractor's proposed 18-month budget $3,714,000

Less: duplicated grant work $189,000

questioned central manage- 169,000
ment for 18 months

projects eliminated or 285,000
reduced

Total reductions 
643,000

Budget negotiated $3,071,000

This table indicates that had the technical reviewers' commentsbeen more closely followed, the contractor's proposed budgetwould have been reduce by about $643,000, instead of by
$268,000.

1974 review

The budget negotiations for the 1974 renewal were again
conducted through a series of telephone conversations. Thecontractor's proposed budget for 24 months of operation wasabout $7.6 million. The final negotiated amount was $5.4million for a 21-month period. The $2.2 million differenceresulted primarily from eliminating estimated costs associatedwith projects that the technical reviewers rated as low prior-ity and eliminating costs for a 3-month period which werefunded under a contract extension while the 1974 proposal wasunder review. In this instance budget negotiations morenearly followed recommendations of the technical reviewers,CCPMG, and carcinogenesis program staff.
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1977 review

Preliminary negotiations were held for the 1977 contract
renewal prior to the CCPMG meeting. The negotiations resulted
in funding being cut for projects recommended for disapproval
or given low priority by the technical reviewers. Funding
for central contract management and support services were
undergoing negotiation to recognize reduced effort resulting
from the technical review. Based on information furnished
by NCI contracting officials, the contractor's proposed
budget of $5.2 million for 1 year was negotiated down to $3.8
million. Since there were unexpended funds of $.2 million
available, the final award was negotiated at $3.6 million.

Soe source justification

It is the Government's policy that wherever practical
all procurements of goods and services from outside organiza-
tions be made on a competitive basis. When it is not prac-
tical to seek competition, a Justification for Non-Competitive
Procurement must be prepared citing the circumstances that
preclude competition. According to NIH instructions the
justification must contain the factual basis for absence of
competition and must avoid unwarranted assumptions and
unsupported conclusions.

NIH instructions state that the contracting officer
should challenge and reject justifications if they contain
unwarranted assumptions and unsupported conclusions alleging
a source's unique capabilities. However, according to an NCI
contracting official, NCI contracting personnel do not nor-
mally question the justification unless one of the review
committees raises questions.

The justification prepared for the Eppley contract in
1972 reads, in part, as follows:

"The research group under the Principal Investigator
and the facility in which they are duesent
a unique national resource in conduct of carcino-
genesis research and advanceEd traininginte field.
The Eppley Institute for Research ir Cancer, oFt--e-
University of Nebraska, is a seven story building on
the campus of the Uriversity of Nebraska Medical
Center, which was constructed with NIH matching funds
of $1,500,000 as well as funds from the Eppley Founda-
tion of Om ha. In addition NIH has provided approxi-
mately $54,000 in matching funds for an extension of
the institute facility of almost 40,000 square feet to
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be devoted to animal facilities and biochemical
research laboratories. In addition to this
investment in laboratory facilities, the National
Cancer Institute has an investment of approximately
$660,000 in equipment which is accountable to this
contract. A major portion of this equipment was
transferred from the Chicaao Nedical School, Chicago,
Illinois, with NCI funds oT $16,470. In addition
to the moving of equipment an additional $6,655 of
NCI funds was spent for the assembly at the con-
tractor's animal farm, of sixteen government-owned
prefabricated buildings. An additional $18,080
was spent for installation of equipment and
renovations of laboratory space to accommodate
the equipment. In short, the National Cancer
Institute has a substantial investment in this
facility."

"The contract will support the research efforts of
approximately 100 individuals, 24 of whom are pro-
fessional in the area of pathology, cell biology,
biochemistry, chemistry, toxicology and food
chemistry. The staff of the contractor's Eppley
Institute would be impossible to match in any
other single organization in the United States."

'To consider another contractor to perform any
aspect of the proposed work would not be in the
best interests of the Government. The substantial
Government investment, the valuable resource of
professional and support personnel, and the out-
standin background which theroup has developed
in chemical carcinogenesis, prevent the considera-
tion of any other contractor to perform the pro-
posed continuation of-work. In addition the con-
tractor is currently performing approximately 81
long-term projects which by varying degrees could
not be completed for several years."

Although the contractor is proposing to perform
severalnew projects with additional cost to the
Government, all of these programs are within the
context and intent of the exising work scope."
(Underscoring supplied)
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Subsequent justifications in 1975 and 1976 are similar incontent insofar as they cite (1) the uniqueness of thefacility, (2) the quality of the staff, (3) NCI's investment
in the contractor's facility, and (4) that new projects areclosely related to the original scope of work. Although
this justification may have been more valid when the con-tract work was transferred to the Eppley Institute in 1968,
and for a few years thereafter, we believe that validity ofthis justification has substantially diminished.

Several individuals knowledgeable in the field ofcarcinogenesis research have told us that while the statementthat the research group and facilities are unique was true a
few years ago, it is no longer true because other organiza-tions are doing comparable carcinogen testing and carcino-genesis research. In addition at least one or two otherNCI contractors have large multidisciplinary efforts. Theassociate director for Carcinogenesir stated at a meeting ofCCPMG in 1974 that the statement in the project plan that
this program (at the Eppley Institute) is among the best 5%of all activities in the carcinogenesis program is an over-statement and does not accurately reflect the carcinogenesisstaff members' assessment or the reviewers' comments.

Although the sole source justification states that thestaff at the Eppley Institute cannot be matched elsewhere inthe United States, it offers no evidence of this. As statedin other parts of this report, technical reviewers have crit-icized the research value of some of the work at the EppleyInstitute. Also, NCI elected not to fund any of the projects
proposed to be carried out. by a few principal investigators
at the Eppley Institute under the 1974 contract renewai. Seep. 12.) Finally many of the original staff at the EppleyInstitute which transferred there from the Chicago MedicalSchool when the NCI contract was transferred have left thestaff.

The sole source justification cites the large Government
investment in the plant and equipment at the Eppley Institute.While the statement is true, it may be a faulty justification.Although it can enhance the opportunity to obtain reliableresults, the investment of the Government has not and cannotguarantee the success or the quality of research done underthe, ccitract.

This, however, is not the same as the Government fur-nishing equipment to produce a predetermined product. Webelieve that the Government's investment is a questionable
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justification to continue noncompetitive awards since much
of the investment is in the form of equipment which can be
moved, just as much of it was moved to Eppley, and since
the investment cannot guarantee achievement of predetermined
end results.

The statement that several new projects to be started are
within the context and intent of the existing work scope needs
to be supported with facts. Our review showed that members
of the technical review committee sometimes raised questions
as to the relationship between ongoing and proposed projects.
If a valid relationship does not exist, consideration could
be given to funding these projects under a separate contract.

It appears that NCI considers itself to be "locked in"
to continue making noncompetitive awards to the Eppley Insti-
tute. For example the contractor was awarded $237,650 for
facility renovations at a time when the contract was to expire
and was soon to be considered for renewal. Even the 1976
sole source justification concludes with this statement:

"It is recommended that this justification for con-
tract renewal on a non-competitive basis be approved
through March 1, 1980. This contract project is to
be funded incrementally in amounts of approximately
$1 million the first three and one half months, $3.5
million March, 1977 through March, 1978, $3.8 million
March, 1978 through March, 1979 and $4.1 million March,
1979 through March, 1980." (Dollar signs furnished)

We believe that before any more funds are awarded to
Eppley, NCI officials should justify on the basis of facts
that a valid justification exists for sole source, noncom-
petitive contract awards to the Eppley Institute. If not
any new proposed projects should be opened to competition.

On November 1, 1977, a new justification for noncom-
petitive procurement was prepared to cover a 3-year period
during which time all projects will be completed, phased out,
or subjected to competition. This action will allow for
an orderly and timely conclusion of ongoing research and
prevent a loss to the Government of an estimated $3 million
worth of incomplete and unreported research, which is not
at a stage where it can be transferred to another researcher.

MONITORING ACTIONS

Monitoring of the contract with the Eppley Institute has
been mostly informal, inadequate, and ineffective. Much
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of the problem is due to the number and complexity of
projects being carried out under the contract and the few
NCI officials given direct responsibility for monitoring.
As a result (1) Eppley conducted certain projects using
contract funds without NCI authorization, (2) Eppley did
not submit required progress reports and inventories of
Government-owned property, and (3) NCI has provided only
limited technical and administrative support.

Monitoring by the contracting officer

NCI does not have many written procedures, guidelines,
or directives for contracting officers to use in monitoring
contracts. However, Federal procurement regulations cite
the contracting officer as being the one responsible for
administering the contract. In addition the contract with
the Eppley Institute states that the contracting officer is
responsible for directing or negotiating any changes in the
terms, conditions, or amounts cited in the contract.

According to an NCI contracting official, contract
monitoring is weak because of a shortage of personnel and a
lack of criteria. NCT, according to this official, is more
concerned with negotiation of the contract and obligation of
funds than with monitoring contract activities. As a result,
monitoring is on an exception basis. If a problem arises the
contracting officer tries to solve it. Otherwise monitoring
is restricted to reviewing various financial reports.

Although the contracting officer is the NCI official
responsible for authorizing changes to the contract, he was
not involved in nor even aware of oral approvals given by
the project officer to the contractor for changes in the
work. (See p. 22.) The contracting officer told us that he
has no way of knowing about technical changes which affect
the administrative aspects of the contract unless the proj-
ect officer informs him.

The contracting officer did not take action when the
contractor failed to submit required progress reports,
althozgh he is responsLble for assuring that the terms and
conditions of the contract are fulfilled by the contractor.
On two consecutive occasions the contractor failed to submit
a required semiannual progress report. Also no reports of
inventories of Government-owned property were submitted by
Eppley officials for either fiscal year 1975 or 1976. The
contracting officer has not required the contractor to sub-
mit reports showing whether professional and nonprofessional
staff time spent on the contract approximates what is required
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under the terms of the contract. (See p. 26.) The contracting
officer stated that he has little leverage to use to require
the contractor to submit such reports since the contractor
has already received payment under a letter of credit arrange-
ment. However, in January 1977, the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW) instituted procedures whereby
the contracting officer can arrange to have payments halted
under the letter of credit arrangement when the contractor
materially violates the terms and conditions of his contract.
NCI, however, was not made aware of this technique until
August 1977.

Monitoring by the project officer

In several instances, the project officer has not fully
met the responsibilies assigned to him for monitoring the
NCI contract with the Eppley Institute. Part of this prob-
lem was due to the size and complexity of the contract and
the inability of one individual to cope with it. The failure
of the project officer to formalize and to initiate some
actions also caused monitoring problems.

Project officer responsibilities are contained in the
contract and in an HEW publication, The Negotiated Contracting
Process--A Guide for Project Officers. The responsibilities
listed in these documents include monitoring the contractor's
technical performance, recommending changes in contract re-
quirements, resolving technical problems, and reviewing
progress and technical reports.

Although the HEW project officer guide shows that a proj-
ec_ officer is responsible for reviewing and approving prog-
ress reports, technical reports, and other items required for
approval, the project officer did not review or approve semi-
annual progress reports submitted by the contractor. He was
not even aware that the contractor failed to submit two con-
secutive semiannual progress reports in 1975, as required by
the contract, until we discussed the matter with him. These
reports are to be used in monitoring and evaluating progress
under the contract. The project officer stated that he
believed that the contractor already submitted too much
material. He also believed that the reports were not needed
since bioassay research takes 2 to 3 years to complete and
there might not be much progress to show in 6 months.

We believe that since projects are individually started
and completed at different times, it would not be repetitive
to report on their progress. Also since progress reports are
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now required only annually, the importance of receiving andreviewing them has increased.

In the event the contractor desires to propose a changeto the contract, the project officer is required to review theproposed change and advise the contracting officer as towhether the proposed change should be incorporated into thecontract. He is also responsible for assuring that changesin work under a contract are not implemented before writtenauthorization or a contract modification is issued by the
contracting officer. According to HEW's guidelines for proj-ect officers, costs for work performed may not be allowedif not authorized under the contract. Except in one instance,we could find no evidence that the project officer had
reviewed proposed technical changes and advised the con-tracting officer as to whether they should be made.

During our review we found Eppley worked on 11 projectsfor which no evidence of NCI approval could be located.
According to the contractor, seven of the projects were orallyapproved by NCI officials. Contractor officials were unableto explain how or from whom they obtained approval to perform
the remaining four projects. The project officer informedus that while he was unable to remember orally approving asmany as 11 projects, he concedes that it is possible that heor other officials might have approved changes in existingprojects. In addition he stated that some projects couldrepresent name changes, extensions, or spinoffs of completedprojects. The contractor, however, informed us that theseare 11 new projects and were not changes, extensions, orspinoffs to existing projects.

We found that four of these projects were actually theprojects in the in vitro carcinogenesis section of the 1973proposal which the reviewers highly criticized and which werenot listed as projects to be performed under the 1973 con-tract renewal. The contractor told us that he was unaware thatthese projects were not contained in the 1973 contract renewal.It appears that the contractor has performed projects not of-ficially approved by NCI and that the project officer may haveexceeded his authority by orally authorizing changes in thework scope. The contracting officer has advised us thatexpenses claimed on unauthorized projects should be disallowedand NCI should take steps to identify and recover the fundsinvolved.
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The project officer is responsible for monitoring
technical aspects of the contract. This responsibility can
be carried out through various means such as site visits,
monitoring technical progress, and helping to resolve
technical problems. The project officer made several site
visits and reportedly conferred often with the contractor
by telephone. He made some recommendations in his site
visit repoLts, but we could not find where he followed up
to assure that they were implemented. According to HEW, if
subsequent site visits did not raise the same question, this
is evidence that action had been taken.

According to the project officer, monitoring has been
limited because the size and complexity of the contract make
it impossible for one person to possess the technical exper-
tise needed to oversee all its aspects. He stated that his
major responsibility was to aid the contractor with problems
which might affect the studies done under the contract. As
a result he often helped the contractor to obtain compounds,
animals, and special feeds needed for the studies.

Between 1969 and 1977 several suggestions were made by
NCI staff, site visitors, and technical reviewers to use
assistant project officers and to have more NCI staff involve-
ment in the contract. Until May 1977 no action had been taken
on these suggestions. Now, three individuals have been
assigned project officer responsibilities for the Eppley
contract.

Monitoring by segment staff

Guidelines for the NCI inhouse segment staffs 1/ indicate
that either the segment officials or staff were required to
assist with project monitoring by reviewing progress, making
site visits, evaluating ongoing research in relation to modi-
fications and future plans, and evaluating completed research.

Although the guidelines indicate that the inhouse segments
are to monitor projects in addition to the project officer,
they did not perform such duties in relation to this contract.
Officials within the segments told us that the contract was
administered by the Carcinogenesis Program associate director's
office, and they were neither asked nor allowed to be involved.

1/ The carcinogenesis program was divided into several sub-
programs or segments. The NCI staff assigned to each of
these segments was referred to as segment staff.
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They did not (1) review proposals, except occasionally as ad
hoc reviewers, (2) have access to or review progress reports
or publications resulting from contract work, (3) make site
visits, or (4) have any type of normal input into the con-
tract. In fact two NCI officials stated that the only site
visit arranged by a segment was canceled by the contractor
on very short notice as an inconvenience due to other
matters. Although the contractor agreed to contact NCI at
a later date when it would be more convenient, this was never
done and the site visit never took place. Increased NCI staff
involvement was repeatedly suggested by technical reviewers
and various NCI officials; however, the staff was never in-
volved in reviewing or monitoring this contract. With the
designation of three individuals from the segment staffs as
project officers for the contract, segment involvement should
increase.
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CHAPTER 3

CONTRACT OBLIGATIONS

AND RESULTS

National Cancer Institute officials have not made a
diligent effort to assure that the contractor has met his
obligations under the contract. They are not very familiar
with what has been done under the contract nor have they
made full use of bioassay results. Furthermore, it is
difficult, at best, for these officials to place a value on
the results achieved under the contract so that an objective
assessment can be made of benefits derived in comparison to
costs incurred.

CONTRACTOR OBLIGATIONS

The contract calls for the contractor to try its best
to accomplish projects itemized in the contract, to submit
required reports, and to use certain categories of staff
for the approximate amount of time cited in the contract.
The obligation of the contractor is considered complete if
(1) work is done with high scientific and professional skills,
(2) the approximate level of effort has been diligently
applied, and (3) all other requirements are met, including
delivery of reports and materials, as required under the
contract.

Required reports

For the contract period May 1973 through September 1976,
the contractor should have submitted six required progress
reports, but only four were submitted. These reports were to
provide NCI officials with information on progress, problems,
and results of projects carried out under the con'.ract. From
interviews with NCI officials, we learned that, except for
when the reports were used to consider renewal of the con-
tract, very little use was made of them. Some technical
reviewers complained that information provided was not suf-
ficient to permit a judgment on the priority of the work
being done. The fact that two consecutive progress reports
were not submitted and no action was taken to request them
indicates that NCI's use of them was limited.

NCI officials believed that it would be better to ask
fo one comprehensive annual report describing important
results on all projects performed because the projects
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conducted under the contract often take two to three years tocomplete and require a substantial effort by the contractor toprepare reports of several hundred pages. In September 1976the reporting requirements were changed. Instead of sub-mitting a report every 6 months, NCI intended for the con-tractor to submit an annual report. However, our reviewshowed that an error was made when amending the contract torequire tie annual report. Instead of reducing the require-ment from two semiannual reports to an annual report, NCIinadvertently increased the reporting requirements to threerequired reports by failing to delete the requirement forthe semiannual progress reports. Therefore, the contract
requires that the contractor furnish two semiannual reportsand one annual report. NCI has clarified the reportingrequirement in the November 1977 contract renewal.

Level of effort

One of the requirements to be met by the contractor isto excercise a level of effort which approximates the staff
hours cited in the contract for both professional and non-professional staff. Inile the contractor reports monthly onthe percent of staff members' time spent on the contract andthe costs of this time, NCI neither received nor requiredinformation on hours spent by professional and nonprofessional
staff. This did not permit NCI to readily determine how muchtime is being spent by the two categories of staff. NCI of-ficials agree that this situation existed and that they hadnot tried to determine whether the effort exercised approx-imates what is called for in the contract. As of November 1977NCI requires vouchers to contain accrued hours rather thanthe percentage of an individual's time spent on the contract.

Status of projects

The Eppley Institute has been authorized to work on twobasic types of projects under the May 1973 contract renewal--testing and research. Project status as of September 30,1976, is as follows:

Projects

Status Testing Research Total

Completed 49 32 81

Ongoing 47 40 87

26fi a
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The Eppley staff have also worked on 34 projects not
shown above. These projects were either terminated/phased-
out before completion or are supported by NCI grants. The
staff also worked on 11 projects using NCI contract funds
that have not been formally approved by NCI. (See p. 30.)

As shown above Eppley maintains a balance between testing
and research projects, as required by the contract. Eppley's
associate director stated that the two types of projects
support each other and all the work is eventually integrated.

Eppley officials do not maintain records on when projects
are begun and completed, and are not required to do so under
the contract. Individual investigators maintain scientific
records for their own projects, and the principal inveatiga-
tor for Eppley informally contacts investigators to learn
the status of their work.

Although the contract specified which projects are to be
performed, neither the contractor's principal investigator
nor NCI's project officer controls when new projects should
begin. We believe that it is important for NCI to know when
individual projects are planned to begin so that the NCI
staff may have an opportunity to first discuss them with the
contractor's staff and also because it could help prevent
unauthorized projects from being performed.

PROJECT RESULTS

Since NCI will have paid about $12.8 million for the work
at the Eppley Institute over a 4-year period, we were inter-
ested in determining what had been received for the money
spent and whether its value could be assessed. As previously
shown we learned that 49 testing and 32 research projects
have been completed. We were also advised that 58 articles
on the work done under the contract have been published, as
of October 1976, and 11 mcre were either planned or in
preparation.

Although projects completed under the contract have been
easy to determine, the same is not true for trying to assess
the value of the end products which are generally reports or
papers prepared on the results of the projects. HEW noted
when commenting on this report that productivity can some-
times be measured by the number of publications, which are a
primary means of disseminating information to the scientific
community. In this vein it should be noted that Eppley con-
tributed 16 percent of the publications resulting from the
carcinogenesis program contract funds in fiscal year 1976
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while receiving 6.5 percent of the funding. When we asked
NCI officials if the value of the end products could be
measured in any objective way, they replied that it couldnot. They emphasized that the value of research is generally
intangible. Some examples of benefits, such as scientificadvances achieved from contract work, were cited to demon-
strate why the value of end results is considered to be
intangible.

The contractor has prepared a document of contract high-
lights which lists reports, papers, and articles published
since 1969; agents tested (bioassays) since 1970; and exam-
ples of project results and appointments to prestigiouspositions outside Eppley for members of the Eppley staff.
For the most part the document fails to identify the signif-icance of research results or actions taken as a result of
bioassays completed. Such information is needed before any
attempt can be made to assess the benefits derived from the
contract.

Publication of project results

NCI does not exercise much control over the publication
of project results, except to require acknowledgement ofNCI's support under the contract. For the project results tobe beneficial, they must be conveyed to those persons whocan use them and in a clear and concise format. In thisregard the Manager of the Bioassay Segment of the Carcinogen
Testing Program, NCI, stated in a March 1977, site visit
report,

"An issue of considerable importance to NCI, but
perhaps of smaller impact scientifically is the
issue of reports from the Eppley Institute. All
of the chemicals Eppley has tested are listed in

he backlo of chemicals on which NCI has takin no
official position with respect to carcinogenic!-t

n animals; consequeny, iapears thatno reports
have been reeared. This is a result or resistance
on the part o te Eppley Institute to file forms
for entry of data into the NCI computerized Carcino-
genesis Bioassay Data System (CBDS), a recalcitrance
partially justified by the'special' nature of Eppley's
studies and the incompatibility of results from
special studies with the CBDS reporting format. NCI,for its part, is embarrassingly unfamiliar with th'-115 publications Eppley has submitted for review.
The Carcinogen Testing Pgram proposes o rec y
this situation as soon as possible by reading
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the material submitted, classifying it according to
the CBDS chemical identification numbers involved,
and drawing conclusions with respect to the carcino-
genicity of the compounds tested and the adequacy of
the tests. The Program will enlist the help of Eppley
personnel in this effort and will present the results
in summary form to the NCI Data Evaluation Working
Group and the Clearinghouse Subgroups on Data Evalua-
tion and Human Risk Assessment. In effect, NCI will
be advertising the results of the Eppley tests which
otherwise remain buried in the scientific literature
without the public acclaim afforded by proper review."
(Underscoring supplied)

This site visit reorrt corroborates what other NCI officials
have told us--in many cases NCI officials are not aware of
the articles published nor what has been found as a result of
the projects completed.
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CHAPTER 4

EPPLEY INSTITUTE'S MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Contrary to the contract's terms Eppley officials carried
out and financed, with Federal funds, projects which they did
not have contractual authority to initiate. Eppley has either
not established or impliemented the necessary administrative
controls and procedures to

--assure that only authorized costs are charged to
the Nat:inal Cancer Institute contract,

-- assure that Government-furnished equipment is used
only for authorized purposes, and

--adequately accpunt for equipment that is Government-
furnished or purchased with NCI contract funds.

Eppley is also not complying with Federal regulations for
recording and charging personnel service costs to the con-
tract. In addition, (1) Eppley is not required to notify NCI
when researchers whose projects were disapproved are realined
twith approved contract activities, (2) controls over employee
leave were inadequate, i.nd (3) NCI contract funds have been
advanced fo- travel Lot directly related to the contract.
These management practices have led to actual and potential
misuse of Federal funds and property.

PROJECTS UNDERTAKEN WITHOUT WRITTEN AUTHORITY

The contract and its supplemental agreements specify
research projects that the Eppley Institute is to initiate
or continue. Under the terms of the contract, only the con-
tracting officer has the authority to direct and negotiate
changes which affect the terms, conditions, or amounts cited
in the contract. We found that the Eppley Institute initiated
11 projects not specified in the contract without obtaining
proper authorV ion from NCI.

For 7 of he11 projects, the Eppley associate director
said they had ved oral approval from NCI to initiate the
work. Although the NCI project officer said oral permission
may have been given for changes in existing projects, he had
no evidence to support which projects he may have orally
approved. For the four remaining projects, the Eppley asso-
ciate director was unable to explain how or from whom approval
had been obtained to initiate these projec=%.
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Through the contract renewal process, NCI gave Eppley
permission to work on three of the 11 projects and required
two others to be phased out. However, this occurred as
long as 16 months after the work had already started.

Expenses incurred by Eppley in working on the 11 pro-
jects were paid with funds provided for projects covered in
the contract. The Eppley Institute's associate director
said that the availability of funds for this work resulted
from (1) projects ending sooner than expected, (2) ongoing
projects which did not require an investigator's full atten-
tion as anticipated, and (3) delays in starting new projects.

Because project cost records were not available, we were
unable to determine Eppley's costs for work being performed
on the 11 projects. However, Eppley reports showed that they
had anticipated spending about 15,300 hours of staff time on
nine of these projects. At current salaries this level df
effort would cost about $99,400. Time estimates on the
remaining two projects were not available.

PERSONNEL PROVIDING SERVICES
FOR NONCONTRACT RESEARCH

To support all ongoing research, Eppley has 11 service
support units which employ 74 full-time and 2 part-time em-
ployees, as well as 5 researchers who spend part of their
time on support activities. The salaries of 58 full-time
and 2 part-time employees were paid entirely from the NCI
contract. In addition 2 full-time employees and 5
researchers received part of their salaries from the con-
tract. As of March 1977 the annual salaries for support
operations charged to the NCI contract total about $701,400.
Details are shown in the following table.
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Number of Emplyees

Entire Part of Annual
Total salary salary paid salary paid

Support no. of paid by by NCI by NCI
unit employees NCI contract contract contract

Physical plant
and engineering 10 5 - $ 64,744

Photography 4 4 - 44,861
Program manage-
ment and busi-
ness services 5 1 - 8,114

Animal care and
breeding 24 22 - 204,308

Publications 1 1 - 12,000
Histology a/ b/ 17 a/ 14 b/ 1 112,076
Electron micro-

scopy b/ 5 4 b/ 1 54,302
Chemical services El 7 4 c/ 3 98,291
Mass spectrometry b/ 4 3 E/ 1 45,396
Epidemiology 2 - 1 23,135
Microbial assay 2 2 - 34,205

a/ Includes two part-time employees whose entire salaries
are paid by the contract.

b/ Includes a researcher who has part of his salary paid by
the contract.

c/ Includes two researchers who have part of their salaries
paid by the contract.

Several of the support personnel whose salaries are paidwith contract funds provide support to noncortract research.
Procedures to allocate these costs to the noncontract pro-
jects generally have not been established, and our tests showed
that substantial amounts of noncontract support are being
furnished with contract funds. Some examples follow.

Histology unit

Employees of the histology unit are responsible for the
preparation of animal tissue slides for microscopic examina-tion. About $112,100 in salaries is paid annually to em-
ployees in this unit with NCI contract funds. For 1976 we
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identified about 5,000 slides that personnel paid with con-tract funds prepared for non-Federal industrial projects.
Therefore, about $4,600 of the unit's salary costs shouldhave been charged to industrial projects, not to the contract.After we pointed out the above example to Eppley officials,they credited the contract for $18,700 for costs associated
with services provided by the histology unit to various in-dustrial projects from July 1974 to February 1977. Officialssaid that all future histology work for industrial projectswould be performed by personnel not paid from contract funds.

Photography unit

The Eppley Institute has a photography unit which pro-vides illustrative and photographic services to support
Eppley's resea.rch. The unit's four employees are paid
entirely by thp NCI contract. Their salaries are about$45,000 annually. The photography unit does not have proce-dures to allocate costs incurred in providing non'ontract
services. Our analysis of records from July 1, 1976, toMarch 22, 1977, showed that of the 105 requests for illus-trative services, 26 were made by employees who are not
solely engaged in NCI contract research and, therefore, maynot be properly chargeable to the contract. Two requests
came from employees who are not performing any contract re-search. Yet none of the costs associated with these 28 re-
quests have been allocated to noncontract accounts.

Animal care and breeding unit

The animal care and breeding unit is responsible for thecare and feeding of animals being bred and those being usedin cancer research projects. The unit has 24 employees
working at three different locations. Twenty-two of theseemployees are paid about $204,300 annually under the contract.
Other costs associated with the breeding, caring, and feedingof animals are also initially charged to the contract. Al-though procedures existed for allocating costs to noncontractactivities, our analysis of selected unit records and Eppleycost data for the period December 1975 through February 1977showed that an additional $5,060 of animal care and breedingcosts should have been allocated to noncontract research, asfollows:

-- From January 1976 to February 1977, 2,460 animals
bred at Mead farm and valued at about $2,600 were
used on industrial research projects.
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-- From January 1976 to February 1977, two (NI!) grants
were not charged for 274 animals bred at Mead farm
and valued at about $450. During this same period,
the NIH grants were charged for 117 animals.

-- From December 1975 to June 1976, a third NIH grant
was not charged for 190 animals bred at Mead farm
and valued at about $250. This grant was also not
charged for about $300 in care and feeding costs
incurred while its animals were undergoing experi-
mentation.

--From November 1976 to February 1977, Eppley had not
allocated, to noncontract project accounts, about
$1,300 in animal care costs incurred while the
animals were 'undergoing experimentation. About $350
of the $1,300 should have been allocated to indus-
trial projects.

--During 1976 the university was undercharged about
$160 for animals supplied by Eppley.

Also all the salaries associated with breeding more than
53,000 animals which were not used for any research (see
p. 39) were charged to the contract.

EQUIPMENT CONTROL AND USAGE

Government-furnished and contractor-purchased equipment
has not been adequately controlled and accounted for by
Eppley and the University of Nebraska Medical Center. The
Eppley Institute controls about $900,000 of equipment that
was purchased with NCI contract funds and about $500,000 of
Government-furnished equipment.

Control over equipment

During its most recent physical inventory of Eppley
equipment (March-April 1977), the Medical Center's inventory
control department could not locate 44 pieces of equipment
costing about $59,700 that were either furnished by the
Government or purchased with NCI contract funds. Two of
these items were not reflected on current inventory records
because they had not been located during the previous phys-
ical inventory and had been removed from the records. On
May 17, 1977, Eppley's contract administrator said that he
had not received a listing of the missing items from the
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inventory control department and, therefore, he had not had
an opportunity to locate these items.

This could have occurred because:

--Eppley had moved equipment without properly noti-
fying the inventory control department, and

-- Inventory records do not always identify those
pieces of equipment that were purchased with NCI
contract funds or were'furnished by the Government.

Our review of inventory records identified 60 equipment
items having a total purchase price of $113,900 that were not
properly identified on the current inventory listing either
because the purchaser account number was incorrect or not
shown, or the NIH identification number was not shown, Some
additional property in the possession of Eppley for more than
three years had not been recorded on inventory records.

Seven of the 60 pieces of equipment costing about $45,300
were shown on latest inventory records as being purchased
with non-Federal fu is, when they had been purchased with NCI
contract funds. Dep ,ciation charges for five of these seven
items were erroneously included in the indirect cost pool
used in determining Eppley's overhead rates. We were unable
to determine what effect this action had on the overhead rate
because the overhead rate is negotiated.

Equipment usage

Federal regulations require that, unless approved by the
NCI contracting officer, Government-furnished property can
only be used for the performance of the contract. Although
the NCI contracting officer has not provided this approval,
Eppley has used some Government-furnished equipment for non-
contract research.

Procedures to prohibit the noncontract uses of Government-
furnished equipment have not been established by Eppley. Al-
though usage of most Government-furnished equipment is not
recorded, we determined that both a mass spectrometer and a
Varian spectrometer have been used for noncontract research.
The mass spectrometer which cost about $123,200 had been used
for noncontract work at least 20 times for about 88 hours
since January 1, 1976. Most of this work had been done for
departments located on the University of Nebraska's
Lincoln campus.
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The Varian spectrometer which had cost about $78,180 had
been used at least three or four times a year for work un-
related to the contract. In addition records indicate that
the item had also been used to support research performed
under an American Cancer Society grant from September 1972 to
July 1976.

Eppley's associate director stated that they now have an
informal agreement with other university departments that $35
per sample will be charged for samples analyzed by the mass
spectrometer. This revenue is to be credited to the NCI
contract. Eppley officials have not yet, however, requested
the NCI contracting officer's approval to use any Government
furnished equipment for noncontract work.

OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS

Eppley has not complied with Federal requirements for
charging and recording personnel service costs to the con-
tract. In addition some Eppley researchers who do not have
approved contract projects continue to work on contract ac-
tivities and have all or a substantial portion of their sal-
aries paid for by the contract. Excessive breeding of re-
search animals has resulted in unnecessary contract expendi-
tures. Other problems noted are:

-- Controls over leave taken by professional staff
assigned to the contract are not adequate to
assure that leave taken is charged against their
leave balance.

-- Supplies purchased with NCI contract funds have
been used on noncontract activities.

--Contract funds have been improperly advanced for
noncontract travel.

Time certification procedures

Federal Management Circular 73-8 states that profes-
sorial and professional staff will be charged to Federal pro-
grams and activities based on the institutional payroll sys-
tems. This circular requires that such institutional payroll
syste ms be supported by either of thefollowing:

" * * * (1) an adequate appointment and workload dis-
tribution system accompanied by monthly
reviews performed by responsible officials
and a reporting of any significant changes
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in workload distribution of each pro-
fessor or professional staff member, or

(2) a monthly after-the-fact certification
system which will require the individual
investigators, deans, departmental chair-
men, or supervisors having first-hand
knowledge of the services performed on
each research agreement to report the
distribution of effort."

The Medical Center has elected the after-the-fact certifica-
tion system for its departments.

Monthly the Medical Center's grants administration of-
fice prepares a listing of managerial, professional, and
Eppley faculty personnel who have at least part of their
salary paid for by the contract. The list shows the
percent of time each employee should be charginc to the con-
tract according to Eppley's budget document. The listing is
sent to Eppley's contract administrator who certifies the time
spent on the con ract by annotating the list with the percent
of time he believes that Eppley employees are actually
spending on contract projects. The contract administrator
said that he does not compare the budgeted percents of time
shown on the list to appropriate personnel action forms nor
does he check with Eppley employees or principal investigators
to verify that the percent of time recorded is correct. He
stated that he relies on the employees, a principal investi-
gator, or Eppley management to notify him of any changes in
the percent of time an employee is spending on the contract.
From July 1, 1976, to June 30, 1977, Eppley will receive
about $1.3 million based on this certification.

Although interviews with six researchers indicated that
there were cnly minor variations between the amounts certified
and the amounts they said they spent on contract work, we
believe that Eppley's procedures do not meet the Federal cer-
tification requirements for the following reasons:

-- The certification performed by the contract adminis-
trator is based on the budget document which indicates
the time a researcher is obligated to spend on con-
tract research rather than the time that is actually
spent.

-- There is no documentation to support the percents on
the monthly listing by the contract administrator.
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-- The contract administrator does not verify
the percents of time he shows on the monthly
listing.

The Eppley contract administrator believed that he was in
compliance with the Federal requirements. In a January 1975
report, the HEW Audit Agency stated that the Medical Center,
of which Eppley si a part, did not have a time certification
procedure that complied with Federal Management Circular 73-8.
Medical Center officials concurred with this point. No change
has been made to the certification process at Eppley although
the Director said that a revision to the certification process
would be considered.

Salaries paid with contract funds

The contract proposal submitted to NCI includes budget
data showing, by functional area, the number of positions in
each area, the percent of time to be charged to the contract,
and the salaries to be paid. For the professional positions,
the names of staff members are provided if the positions are
occupied and positions to be filled are requested. In nego-
tiating the contract budget, NCI uses this data to determine
which positions will be funded and what percent and amount of
salaries will be paid. Individuals occupying professional
positions are designated to work a certain percentage of
their time on the contract and have the corresponding percen-
tage of their salaries paid. In the contract key personnel
are identified for each functional area involving research.

We found several instances where paying salaries with
contract funds is questionable. For example two key person-
nel who did not have any of their projects approved under the
contract were moved to another functional area to work on
approved projects. Although none of their salaries was in-
cluded in the negotiated contract budget, $46,679, or 87 per-
cent, of their combined salaries of $53,577 was paid by con-
tract funds from July 1, 1976, through June 30, 1977. Three
other professional staff members, not listed as key person-
nel, also did not have projects approved but had $69,370, or
90 percent, of their $77,081 combined salaries paid for by
the contract. Furthermore, the portion of eight researchers'
salaries being paid with contract funds exceeded by at least
20 percent the portion of their salaries negotiated to be
paid under the contract. Therefore, an additional $66,376 in
salaries is being paid with contract funds for these eight
researchers.
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We found two examples of questionable actions infilling vacant positions. In the first case a professionalstaff member was assigned to fill a vacant authorized posi-
tion budgeted to pay a $10,800 salary. But $23,125, or75 percent of the staff member's salary, is being paid withcontract funds. Two other professional staff members havebeen assigned to contract projects, and $33,400, or 90percent, of their combined salaries is being paid with con-tract funds. We could not, however, identify which vacantpositions they filled to determine how much of their sal-aries should be paid with contract funds.

The Eppley contract administrator said that contractfunds are made available to pay these salaries by not fillingall the positions of staff members who leave the Eppley In-stitute, by not filling new authorized positions, and bycutting back on supplies used on approved projects. TheEppley associate director said that contract funding needsto be flexible enough for Eppley to find productive work forinvestigators whose proposals are not approved by NCI. Hesaid this is not difficult for those researchers who work on
many projects because usually enough projects are approvedto fully occupy their time. He said, however, that it ismore difficult for those researchers who do not have anyapproved projects. The associate director also stated thatprior to assigning these investigators to contract projects,Eppley considered which projects could use extra staff, theresearcher's area of expertise, and which approved projectshad not been started. The associate director said thatEppley has to retain those tenured researchers who do nothave approved projects. Two of the five researchers shownpreviously as having no projects approved under the contracthave tenure.

Eppley personnel are sometimes moved from one projectto another and may fill a vacant authorized position. NCI,however, does not require Eppley to provide notification ofsuch personnel shifts nor does it reserve the authority toapprove such shifts. The budgetary effects of the shiftsare therefore unknown to NCI officials.

Overbreeding of research animals

During calendar year 1976 more than 84,300 animals(mice, rats, and hamsters) were bred by the animal care andbreeding unit. The veterinarian at Eppley who oversees mostof the breeding operation provided records showing that only30,727 animals were sent to researchers for use while 53,015were killed before any research use was made of them. Using
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costs estimated by Eppley officials, we estimate that animals
costing about $65,600 were not used for research purposes.
However, the total cost of breeding and caring for them was
charged to the contract.

Several individuals familiar with research animal
breeding operations have indicated that 10 to 20 percent over-
breeding is common to assure that the minimum number of ani-
mals needed for research is available. They said that in
this case there was excessive overbreeding.

In August 1975 Eppley requested funds to upgrade its
animal breeding facilities at the Mead farm which consist of
16 Government-furnished prefabricated steel buildings and a
former ordinance plant building. Concern over temperature
control and sanitary conditions are cited as reasons for
needing to upgrade the animal breeding facilities.

In a September 1976 contract modification, NCI allotted
$237,650 for alterations and renovations-for about 8,800
square feet of floor space of the animal breeding facility
that was subject to the contracting officer's review and
approval of blueprints and specifications. Since Eppley is
currently breeding animals in the Government-furnished
buildings which have a floor space of 4,480 square feet and
use a limited portion of another building for cage-washing
and support materials, it appears that NCI may be financing
an expansion of the animal breeding facility. Because of
the overbreeding that has been found, it appears that NCI
may finance expansion of an operation which may already be
larger than needed.

Leave accounting discrepancies

Eppley is not properly recording vacation leave taken by
contract employees. Contract funds are used to pay for unused
accrued leave when contract employees terminate. According to
the contract administrator, Eppley's records are used for
determining the amounts of unused leave to be reimbursed.

Our limited test showed that Eppley had not recorded
leave taken as shown on available absence reports for three
employees. The leave used ranged from 8 to 24 hours. The
Eppley contract administrator said that there is no review
function to insure that used let ve as shown on absence reports
is properly recorded on employee leave records.

We also found that two employees paid with contract funds
had taken 5 weeks of vacation leave during 1976 for which
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there were no absence reports and the leave used had not been
recorded on the employees' leave records. The Eppley con-
tract administrator said that it is the individual employee's
responsibility to insure that an absence report is submitted.
One employee told us that he had turned in an absence report
but had not given it to the individual responsible for leave
records. The second employee was not sure he had submitted
an absence report.

Eppley officials said that they would strengthen controls
over leave accountability.

Expendable supplies and materials

During 1976 Eppley purchased about $44,500 of expendable
supplies and materirls, which were initially charged to the
NCI contract, from the Medical Center's general supply fa-
cility. To allocate the cost of supplies used on other con-
tracts or grants, the storeroom manager periodically sends
all issued requisition forms to the contract administrator
who prepares a charge ticket which transfers the costs to the
appropriate research account. However, since the requisition
forms are not sequentially numbered, there is no assurance
that the contract administrator receives all of them. In
addition, we found one storage area for which procedures had
not been established to credit the contract account for the
cost of supplies used in noncontract research. As a result
of our review, the contract administrator allocated $530 to
industrial and other noncontract accounts after reviewing
daily use records from January 1976 to February 1977.

Travel expenses

The Eppley Institute has advanced NCI contract funds to
pay for travel costs which were not properly chargeable to
the contract. The contract administrator said that this was
done so that employees would not have to use their personal
funds for travel. During 1976 about $2,150 in contract funds
had been used for this purpose. Prior to our review of travel
expenses, the contract was reimbursed for these costs. Be-
cause of our audit Eppley officials said that they have dis-
continued advancing NCI contract funds for travel nit directly
related to the contract.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AGENCY AND CONTRACTOR

COMMENTS, AND OUR EVALUATION

CONCLUSIONS
Since 1968 the National Cancer Institute has continuously

contracted with the University of Nebraska's Eppley Institute
on a noncompetitive basis for carcinogen research and testing.
Federal regulations and HEW guidelines, together with the
terms of the contract, set forth the responsibilities of both
NCI and contractor officials in awarding and administering
the contract. However, we found numerous weaknesses in NCI's
awarding of the renewal and in both NCI's and contractor of-
ficials' administration of the contract under the contract
renewal which was awarded in 1973. This has resulted in
unauthorized use of Federal funds and equipment, and in NCI
officials not being readily aware of how the contract was
being carried out by the contractor and what was being
achieved.

In awarding the contract renewal, the routine procedure
for using a chartered standing technical committee to make a
technical review of the contract proposal was not followed.
Furthermore, members of the ad hoc group selected to make the
review did not meet as a committee or provide any consensus
opinion of the proposal. Budget negotiations did not always
reflect the recommendations of the technical reviewers and,
in one case, an administrative decision was made to add more
than $1.1 million to the contract without addinq any projects
to the scope of the work. Also the sole source justifica-
tion for noncompetitive procurement was not based totally on
facts, as required by NIH instructions.

Monitoring of the contract was lax and ineffective. The
contracting officer did not fulfill all of his responsibili-
ties either because he was not aware of the situations which
required his attention or because he did not believe that he
had the leverage necessary to require the contractor to submit
certain reports. The project officer, by his own admission,
was unable to carry out his duties because the contract was
too large and complex in nature for one person to monitor.
The inhouse staff was not used to help monitor the contract
despite several suggestions by various NCI officials that
more inhouse staff involvement in the contract was needed.

NCI officials either did not require the contractor to
fulfill all the terms of the contract or did not obtain the
data necessary to determine whether the contractor had met
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contractual requirements. Instead an NCI attempt to reduce
reporting requirements has resulted in increasing the require-
ments. Furthermore, NCI officials were not very familiar with
the contents of progress reports and papers published on re-
sults of projects carried out under the contract. They have
stated that they cannot estimate the value of the end products
received for the $12.4 million awarded for the contract since
May 1973.

Management practices at the Eppley Institute have not
been adequate to assure that necessary administrative controls
over contract activities have been established o; carried out.
Thi.s has led to (1) projects being undertaken without proper
NCI approval, (2) charges for personr.el, supplies and animals
not being used for contract purposes, (3) lack of control
over equipment and its use, and (4) improper time certifica-
tion procedures. In addition Eppley officials have been
awarded Federal funds to refurbish animal breeding facilities
which are producing animals far in excess of research needs.

We have concluded that the causes of the problems iden-
tified are directly related to the actions or lack of action on
the part of both Eppley Institute and NCI officials. Improve-
ment in the administration of the Eppley Institute contract
is needed. NCI officials have already taken some steps to
correct the problems reported. Three NCI carcinogenesis pro-
gram officials have been named as project officers. NCI has
requested an audit of the contract so that the extent of prob-
lems can be identified and corrective actions taken. Also,
the contractor has been instructed not to award a contract
for refurbishing the animal breeding facility until NCI
determines what size facility is needed.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE SECRETARY OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

In order to correct problems under the contract with the
Eppley Institute and to assure improved administration of any
future contract work with Eppley, we recommend that the
Secretary of HEW take the following actions:

-- Require that the audit requested of the Eppley con-
tract cover the matters discussed in this report
relating to improper use of Federal funds and equip-
ment, and that appropriate corrective actions and
financial restitution be obtained on the resulting
findings.
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-- Require that NCI officials obtain and analyze data
on the annual need for research animals at Eppley
and how it can best be provided before approval is
given to proceed with the refurbishing of the
animal farm using contract funds.

-- Direct Eppley officials to provide NCI with an
inventory of all equipment furnished by the Govern-
ment or purchased with contract funds which contains
evidence that property numbers have been assigned to
the equipment identifying it as property in which
the Government retains ownership rights.

-- Instruct Eppley officials to furnish evidence that
the amount of professional and support personnel
efforts claimed for reimbursement under the con-
tract approximates the amount of houLs allotted
for each category of staff in the contract.

-- Have NCI officials reach an agreement with Eppley
officials on whether Government-furnished property
can be used for noncontract purposes, and if so,
whether a fee for such use should be established
and reimbursed to the contract.

--Require that recommendations of the scientific
reviewers, the Carcinogenesis Contract Proqram
Management Group, and the auditors be used in
negotiating a budget for future work.

-- Require that a new sole source justification for
noncompetitive procurement be prepared based
totally on facts.

-- Require that the contractor submit a budget pro-
posal which contains data on each proposed project
so that future contract budget negotiations can be
facilitated.

-- Consider adding provisions to any future contract
with the Eppley Institute which would clearly state
that

-- no research or testing project approved under
the contract be started without the approval
of the project officer,
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-- the contractor shall furnish evidence of the
amount of time spent on contract activities
by all professional and support personnel,

--professional staff members not be moved from
one project to another, added to, or removed
from a project by the contractor unless prior
approval is given by the project officer,

-- all changes to the scope of work, terms, or
conditions of the contract be approved in
writing by the contracting officer, and

-- the contractor will supply an annual inventory
of all equipment furnished by the Government
or purchased with contract funds.

In administering future contract work with Eppley, we
also recommend that the Secretary of HEW

-- improve monitoring by increasing communication
between the Eppley staff and NCI's carcinogenesis
program staff,

-- instruct the project officers and contracting
officer to work together toward providing
better contract administration, and

-- require that the contracting officer assure
that the contractor has established:

-- Adequate controls and procedures to
identify and allocate costs that are
chargeable to the contract.

--A better system for recording new
equipment in the inventory and for
assigning property numbers to it.

--A time certification procedure that
meets Federal requirements.

-- An improved leave accounting system.

--encourage the project officer and contracting
officer to use the HEW procedures to withhold
payments when the contractor materially deviates
from the terms of the contract.
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HEW COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

HEW generally concurred with all of our recommendations
except for part of the one calli '- for certain clarified
provisions to be added to any future contract. HEW responded
that two of the five suggested provisions are already incor-
porated by reference or included under general contract pro-
visions, and a third suggestion to control the start of projects
is unnecessary. We continue to believe that these points need
to be clearly state] in future contracts because of repeated
violations by the contractor. We were advised that remedial
action had been instituted in many areas to improve the
management and administration of this contract, and that
additional corrective actions will be taken following the
current HEW audit at Eppley Institute. In addition NCI in-
tends to followup to assure that the contractor's procedures
are proper. We believe that HEW has demonstrated a great
interest in clearing up the problems noted in our review and
that actions taken and planned will be effective.

In its comments HEW stated that it failed to see how
weaknesses in the award and administration of the contract
could have resulted in unauthorized use of Federal funds and
equipment by the contractor since normal contract adminis-
tration would not necessarily uncover such unauthorized use.
HEW cited (1) accounting errors by the contractor, (2) pro-
ceeding without authorization, and (3) unauthorized use of
equipment and supplies as the causes of unauthorized use of
Federal funds and equipment.

although we agree that the unauthorized use of Federal
funds and equipment resulted, in part, from Eppley's manage-
ment of the contract, we do not agree with HEW's contention
that normal contract administration would not have uncovered
such misuses. As an example Eppley routinely reported its
work on several unauthorized projects in progress reports
to NCI. A comparison of projects reported in the progress
report with the list of projects authorized in the contract
would have been sufficient to uncover these projects. As a
further example, NCI would have been able to account for the
equipment at the Eppley Institute by comparing the required
annual inventory with the listing of equipment authorized in
the contract. However, NCI failed to have Eppley submit
annual inventories, as required by the contract. We believe
that these examples show that NCI exercised weak contract
administration.

HEW stated that NCI was generally aware of contract
performance and was and is aware of contract results. Much
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of the contract return has become known to the scientific
field through interim reports and publications. We agree
that NCI, with the current assignment of three project offi-
cers, has improved its awareness of contract performance and
results. However, we do not agree that NCI officials were
aware to the extent they should have been of what was being
carried out and achieved under this contract in prior years.
NCI officials did not know that progress reports had not been
submitted and also did not know that unapproved projects were
being carried out, even though the contractor reported fully
on these projects. As cited on page 28, an NCI official re-
ported in March 1977 that NCI was embarrassingly unaware of
what was in the publications that Eppley submitted for review.

In commenting on our conclusion that NCI did not follow
the routine procedure for using a standing committee to re-
view the proposal for renewal of the contract, HEW stated
that experts were used to provide independent advice and not
as an ad hoc committee. It also stated that this was not a
violation of NCI guidelines since dual committee review was
required of new contracts but not renewals. We do not agree
with HEW's comments because NCI guidelines do require dual
committee review for renewal awards where an approved project
plan did not exist, as was the case with the Eppley Institute
for the 1973 contract renewal. In addition NCI Committee
Management Procedures and Guidelines, as discussed on page 8,
provide that the criteria of giving individual opinions, rather
than group advice, should not be applied to contract review
committees. In fact, the ad hoc group members did review
the contract proposal and provided advice on whether or not
projects were deserving of support, which is exactly what is
done by a technical review committee.

HEW stated that the addition of $1.1 million for an ad-ditional 6 months was for the work specified in the proposal
and also stated that our conclusion indicated that the money
was added with no increase in the work scope. HEW argued
that our conclusion is not true because the number of staff-
hours was increased. We agree that the number of staff-hours
was increased, but we do not agree that this constitutes an
increased work scope. All NCI did was allow the contractor
to carry out work on the same projects for an additional 6
months.

COMMENTS BY THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA'S
MEDICAL CE-TWr-ID OUR EVALUATION

Although not in agreement with several specific findings
in our report, the Medical Center generally acknowledged our
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findings as valid. Corrective action in the areas of
accountability and control over Federal funds and equipment
has been or will be taken according to the comments received.
Several matters of particular interest were included in the
comments received from the Medical Center.

UNAPPROVED PROJECTS

The Medical Center stated that Eppley officials had re-
ceived oral approval from NCI to work on seven of the 11 un-
approved projects that we uncovered. In addition one other
project was considered an extension of an approved project.
For the remaining three projects, no explanation was provided
on how or from whom they received approval. The Medical Cen-
ter reported that Eppley was tightening control over new
projects by requiring written NCI approval before work is
started. HEW states, however, that it did not approve these
projects and, therefore, it must determine whether or not to
obtain reimbursement for the cost of performing the projects.

Overbreeding of research animals

The Medical Center's comments indicate that the report
reflects a misunderstanding regarding the breeding of research
animals. Explanations were given for animals (1) destroyed
because they were not suitable for research, (2) used to re-
place breeding stock, (3) used for research, and (4) which
were an unavoidable excess. The Medical Center stated that
oral Government approval had been given for others to use
excess animals without charge, and that administrative pro-
ceJures have been initiated to more accurately predict re-
seirch needs and to minimize excess breeding.

We agree that some excess breeding must take place to
guariantee an adequate number of animals for research. The
information in the Medical Center's comments did not provide
evidence to show that there is not a large amount of over-
breeding at the Eppley Institute. Given the extent of planned
renovations and the possibili'v of large-scale overbreeding,
we believe that NCI should continue to withhold funds for
renovation of the animal facility until HEW auditors or NCI
scientific staff members can determine what constitutes an
adequate breeding level of research animals. In addition NCI
officials informed us that while providing excess animals to
other federally sponsored research projects was acceptable,
it was not acceptable for the Eppley Institute to provide
them free-of-charge to industrial concerns and it did not
justify large-scale overbreeding.
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The Medical Center's comments also noted that the animal
facility is inadequate, obsolete, and in need of renovation.Also the comments stated that the actual space available for
animals will be 706 square feet less than is presently used.Since sufficient data is not available to compare the old and
the proposed facilities, we cannot address this point.

Reporting requirements

In response to our findings that the Eppley Institute
failed to submit two consecutive progress reports, the Medical
Center contends that tne requirement was excessive and thatannual reports, not 6-month reports, are sufficient for moni-
toring purposes. The Medical Center stated that Eppley sub-mitted manuscripts and publications directly to NCI and to
Federal regulator.y agencies during this time period that
covered the same material the reports would have covered.

While the requirement for reporting every 6 months may
have been excessive, it was a contractual requirement which,
in lieu of a contract modification, should have been adheredto by both NCI and the Eppley Institute. In stating thatannual reports are sufficient for monitoring purposes, the
Medical Center fails to note that Eppley's failure to submit
two consecutive 6-month reports resulted in an 18-month gap
between reports which may have been too long for monitoring
purposes.

Staff charged to the contract

The Medical Center stated that the use of contract per-sonnel to perform noncontract work is minimal and that sub-
stantial contract work is being supported from noncon-tract sources. The Medical Center also stated that new
procedures have been implemented in two of the support service
units to allow allocation of noncontract work to the proper
sources. Although we identified only a small amount of im-properly allocated contract funds, our review only covered
a limited number of support unit activities over a short timeperiod. The potentital total misallocation could be fargreater, especially considering the more than 4-year duration
of the contract. HEW auditors are currently following through
on these findings to determine the total amount of misallocatedcosts. The recently instituted procedures are commendable butneed to be utilized by all support units; not only those wecited. If the Medical Center's contention that contract work
is being supported by noncontract sources is valid, these
costs should be allocated to the contract as a legitimate cost
of the research.
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The Medical Center stated that it has initiated new
time-certification procedures and an improved leave-accounting
system which will minimize discrepancies, such as those men-
tioned in our report. While this is a positive step, the
adequacy of these systems will have to be evaluated during
the current HEW audit.

Eguipment and suEplyaccountability

The Medical Center indicated that Eppley has been able
to locate most equipment items which were not found during
its original inventory and states that continued emphasis
will be placed on upgrading and improving its inventory re-
porting procedures. The use of Government-furnished property
for noncontract purposes was caused by confusion resulting
from a contractual technicality. Furthermore, the Medical
Center stated that Eppley will request NCI approval for any
such use in the future. In addition procedures are being
taken to improve allocation of supply costs to proper sources.

The problems encountered in property accounting for
Government-furnished or contractor-acquired property occurred
because the Eppley Institute failed to follow university
rules for equipment control. Equipment was either being
moved without notifying the inventory control department or
was not properly identified when purchased. Some pieces of
equipment had been in Eppley's possession more than 3 years
without being recorded on the inventory. Without doubt the
Eppley Institute could locate all of its equipment if given
enough time, but we do not believe that this represents
adequate control over the property nor does it solve the
basic problems which are causing poor control. Depreciation
charges for some equipment paid for with Government funds
were being used in determining the overhead rate for the con-tract because of these problems. The adequacy of new pro-
cedures to allocate supply costs should be determined during
the HEW audit.

Research results

The Medical Center stated that while the results of
research are often intangible, some positive effects in the
area of carcinogenesis have been achieved and a few examples
were cited. The number of publications produced for the
funding received was reported as being well above the average
of other NCI contractors. We did not question the number of
publications the Eppley Institute produced, but questionedthe lack of familiarity on the part of NCI officials with the
contents of progress reports and published papers. We also
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questioned NCIZ's inability to Cite more than a few notableaccompliPhS.nts tor more than four years of work and morethan $12 million of funding'on this contract.
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Honorable Elmer B. Staats
Comptroller qeneral of the

Un ted States
General Accounting Office
441' G Street, 'N.W.
Wcshington, D.C. 20548

Dear Hfr. Staats:

In January 197Z I requested the General Accounting Office to Investigate ahational Cancer Institute contract with the University of Nebraska's Eppley
Institute. At that time, I asked for a briefing from GAO prior to the Houseappropriations hearipgs on the National Cancer Institute, and indicated myintention to request a full written report on the GAO investigation.

Your staff has been most helpful in keeping my office apprised of the resultsof their efforts. Because of the need for an objective reporting on theEppley Institute contract, and considering the interest that has been shownin audit of this contract by other mmbers of the rCngress and by the newsmedia, I believe it Is most important to have the results of the GAO workrecorded in an audit report.

Therefore, I am requesting that the General Accomnting Office prepare andissue a report to me as soon as possible which covers at least the followingaspects of the contract with the Eppley Institute.

1. What actions have been taken by the National Cancer Institute inawarding and monitoring the contract since 1973?

2. Are contractor controls over the use of funds and property adequate?
3. Have various personnel matttis pertaining to the professional staffat the Eppley Institute beei handled in an effective and proper manner?
4. What work has been done under the contract since 1973 and can itsusefulness be determined?

Comments on the report by Na tional Cancer Institute and Eppley Instituteofficials should be solicited and included in the report along with anyconclusions or recc7mnendations you may wish to offer.

Sincerely your

DaL-i d R * Z cb y
Member of C6oigress

GAO note: Congressman Obey's original letter was incorrectly
dated January 1976. The correct date was January
1977.
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CONTRACT FUNDS AWARDED BY 14CI FOR

CANCER TESTING AND RESEARCH

AT THE EPPLEY INSTITUTE

Contract Term Amount

PH43-68-959 3/18/68-3/17/69 $ 750,000

Supplemental Agreements

#1 3/18/69-3/31/69 0
#2 4/ 1/69-3/15/70 958,000
#3 No extension 50,000

a/#4 No extension 0
#5 3/16/70-5/15/70 171,000
#6 5/16/70-5/15/71 1,030,000
#7 5/16/11-5/15/72 1,335,058

a/#8 No extension 0
#9 5/16/72-6/15/72 158,300
#10 6/16/72-5/15/73 1,741,700

$ 97I T, 58

NO1-CP-33278 5/16/73-11/i5/74 $3,446,000

Amendment/Mod ificat ion

#1 11/16/74- 2/15/75 680,131
#2 2/16/75-11/15/76 5,414,177

a/#3 No extension 0
#4 No extension 49,938

a/#5 No extension 0
#6 11/16/76- 4/ 1/77 1,504,621
#7 No 'extensi6n- (206,981)
#8 4/ 2/77- 6/30/77 662,313

a/#9 No extension 0
a/#10 No extension 0

#11 7/1/77- 9/29/77 812,000
#12 9/30/77-11/15/77 406,000
#13 11/16/77-11/15/78 3,630,910

$16,399,109

Total amount awarded $22,503,167

a/ These supplemental agreements involve miscellaneous items
such as method of payment, various reports, furnishing
equipment, etc.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
.-*' .,*"' OWPcKH Or THE SCCREARY

WA, ml#4e W m. t *,.. At

DECEMBER 8, 1977

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart
Director, Human Resources

Division
United States General
Accounting Office

Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Ahart:

The Secretary asked that I respond to your request for
our comments on your draft report entitled, 'Additional
Efforts Needed to Improve Administration of a Cancer
Testing and Research Contract. " The enclosed comments
represent the tentative position of the Department and
are subject to reevaluation when the final version of
this report is received.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this draft
report before its publication.

Sincerely yours,

Thomas D. Morris
Inspector General

Enclosure
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COMMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EltALTHl, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE ON THE
COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S DRAFT REPORT TO CONGRESSMAN DAVXD R. OBEY ENTITLED
"ADDITIONAL EFFORTS NEEDED TO IMPROVE ADMINISTRATION OF A CANCER TESTING
AND RESEARCH CONTRACT"

General Coimeents

We acknowledge that many points covered in the GAO report are valid and
require corrective action. We hope that the report in final form will
reflect that remedial action in many areas to improve the management and
administration of this contract had been instituted prior to the GAO
audit. Additional corrective actions will be taken following an assess-
ment ,f the HEW audit findings of Eppley accounting practices. In
addition, the NCI intends to follow-up to assure that the contractor's
procedures are proper.

Following are comments on each of the GAO's recommendations and comments
on specific points and conclusions presented in the draft report,
including recommended changes to improve the accuracy of reported
material.

HEW Comments on GAO Recommendations

GAO Recommendation

The Secretary, HEW, should require that the audit requested of the
Eppley contract cover the matters discussed in this report relating to
improper use of Federal funds and equipment and that appropriate correc-
tive actions and financial restitution be obtained on the resulting
findings.

HEW Commerts

We concur.

GAO Recommendation

The Secretary, HEW, should require NCI officials to obtain and analyze
data on the annual need for research animals at Eppley and how they can
best be provided before approval is given to proceed with the refur-
bishing of the animal farm using contract funds.

HEW Comments

We concur. The need for animals at Eppley is being examined, particu-
larly in view of our belief that the research portion of the contract
may be suitable for competition in one year and the need for animals for
the testing program may be reduced and fulfilled elsewhere. Eppley
would have a small scale production facility and the economy of that
must be weighed against the availability and cost of animals elsewhere.
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We are carefully reexamining the need for refurbishment at this time.
I(efurbtilanent on thu Ilrt or rpplfty hoas tIen stoppld and wtll not Ie
supported in the renewal modification unless fully Justified.

GAO Recommendation

The Secretary, HEW, should direct Eppley officials to provide NCI with
an inventory of all equipment furnished by the Government or purchased
with contract funds which contains evidence that property numbers have
been assigned to the equipment identifying it as property in which the
Government retains ownership rights.

HEW Comments

We concur. Eppley has furnished copies of NIH Form 308 which lists
Go0vernment-owned equipment. Regulations do not require property decals
(numbers) for property where title vests in an educational institution
and Eppley is part of the University of Nebraska.

GAO Recommendation

The Secretary, HEW, should instruct Eppley officials to furnish evidence
that the amount of professional personnel and support personnel efforts
claimed for reimbursement under the contract approxima'es the amount of
hours allotted for each category of staff in the contract.

HEW Comments

We partly concur. In the past the Eppley invoices reported the percent-
age of time spent by the staff on the contract and these percentages
approximated the contract specified manhours. The current vouchers will
report manhours worked (accrued) by labor category with the names of the
professionals Involved. In the future these manhours will be further
broken out by task.

It is not necessary that Eppley accrue the spectific number of hours
estimated in the contract. However, as we have specified to Eppley, it
is necessary that we have suitable financial reporting in order to judge
the appropriateness of the labor expended.

GAO Recommendation

The Secretary, HEW, should have NCI officials reach an agreement with
Eppley officials on whether Government furnished property can be used
for non-contract purposes, and if so, whether a fee for such use should
be established and reimbursed to the contract.

HEW Comments

We concur. We have never authorized Eppley to use Government property
for other than contract purposes and do not intend to include such a
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provision in the renuwal. Should a special sit.uation ariso ppley i,.

and always has been, required to obtain written authorization from the

contracting officer.

GAO Recommendat1on

The Secretary, HEW, should require that recommnendatons of the scientific
reviewers, the CCPMG, and the auditors be used in negotiating a budget

for future work for the proposal now under consideration.

HEW Comments

We concur. All available recommendations from advisors such as the

CCPHG, scientific review caraittee, and auditors have been, and are
being, utilized in the negotiation of the renewal. Where such adv4ce

appeared to be ignored in the past, the documentation failed to explain
the situation. Proper contracting procedures require the full con-

sideration of all advice and an explanation where such advice is drnmed

inappropriate. However, one need not follow the advice of each indi-

vidual reviewer, particularly where it contrasts with that of another
reviewer. However, the documentation should clearly explain these

inconsistencies.

GAO Recomnendation

The Secretary, HEW, should require that a new sole source justification

for non-competitive procurement be prepared based totally on facts for

the proposal now under consideration.

HEW Comments

We concur. Immediately following the 6AO "exit" conference, we began

the examination of the justification for non-competittve 
procurement

(JNCP). It is being rewritten with advice from the peer review 
committee

as well as various in-house staff to ensure that it 
is entirely consistent

with the facts.

GAO Recommendation

The Secretary, HEW, should require the contractor to submit 
a budget

proposal which contains budget data on each proposed project 
so that

future contract budget negotiations can be facilitated.

HEW Coments

We concur. A prospective budget has been obtained from 
Eppley and

significant negotiations for the renewal were conducted 
at Eppley on

September 21.
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GAO Recommendations

The Secretary, HEW, should consider adding provisions to any future con-tract with the Eppley Institute which would clearly state:
(a) that no research or testing project approved under the con-tract can be started without the approval of the projectofficer,

(b) the contractor shall furnish evidence of the amount of timespent on contract activities by each professional personneland support personnel,

(c) professional staff members cannot be moved from one project toanother, added to, or removed from a project by the contractorunless prior approval is given by the project officer,
(d) all changes to the scope of work, tenms, or conditions of thecontract must be approved in writing by the contractingofficer, and
(e) the contractor will annually furnish an inventory of allGovernment furnished equipment and equipment purchased withcontract funds.

HEW Coaents

(a) We do not concur. Once a proJect is approved and 'included in thecontract, it is not appropriate to require further approval by theproject officer. The award document in itself is approval to start. Onthe other hand, projects outside the scope of tie contract my not bestarted without a proper modification to the contract.
(b) We concur. We tntend to obtain proper time accounting reports on aregular basis.

(c) We concur for key personnel. The key personnel article of acontract specifies those professional staff members for whom we wish toretain approval. We are considering the inclusion of more professionalstaff members in this article for the renewal.
(d) We do not concur. Under the General Provisions of the contractitself no one but the contracting officer can change the workscope, etc.It would be redundant to include a special provision in the contract tocover this point. However, this requirement will be re-emphasizedduring negotiations of the renewal modification.
(e) We do not concur. The requirement for periodic inventories isalready specified in HEW Pamphlet 74-115, 'Control of Property in Possessionof Contractors," which is incorporated in the contract by reference.However, this requireent will be reiterated during negotiations.
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6a0 Ric m atron

The Secretry, HEW, should improve monitoring by Increasing communica-tin between th Epnley staff and NCI's Carcinogenesis Program staff.
HEW Co nts

We concur. By appointing thre co-project officers, each responsible
for a specific scientific area, we wi1 Improve comunications. The co-project officers w111 be advised to carefully monitor all activity underthe contract.

GAO Recormendat1on
The Secretary, HEW, should instruct the project officer and contracting
officer to work together toward providing better contract administra-tion.

HEW Comehts

We concur. The co-proJect officers and the contracting officer haveestablished an excellent interface and are working together to providebetter contract administration.

GAO Recomendations

The Secretzry, HEW, should require the contracting officer to assure
that the contractor has stablished:

(a) adequate controls and procedures to identify and allocate
costs that are chargeable to the contract,

(b) a better system for recording new equipment in the inventory
and for assigning property numbers to it,

(c) a time certification procedure that meets Federai requirements
and,

(d) an improved leave accounting system.

HEW Comments

We concur. The contracting officer will assure that Epp'ey establishes
proper controls, procedures, and systems. This will be done by offering
technnlcl advice. To further insure that these procedures and controlsre implemented, we plan to request a follow-up audit of the Eppley
contract.

AO Recomndatton

The Secretary, HEW, should encourage the project officer and contracting
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officer to use the HEW procedures to withhold payments when the contractormaterially deviates from the terms of the contract.
HEW Comments

We concur. NIH Is aware of the procedure for withholding payment fromLetter of Credit contractors and will use that procedure, as appro-priate, when the terms of the contract are not fulfilled:

HEW Comments on GAO Conclusions
The following comments respond, in the same order, tc the statementspresented on pages 64-67 of the GAO draft report.
In its draft report GAO concludes that weaknesses In awarding andadministering the contract have resulted in unauthorized use of Federalfunds and equipment. The unauthorized uses resulted from Eppley'saccounting errors, proceeding without authorization, and unapproved use'of equipment, supplies, etc. Normal contract administration would notnecessarily uncover the unauthorized use of Federal funds and equipment.Therefore, we fail to. see how weaknesses n the award and administrationprocesses could have caused such unauthorized uses.
The 6AO concludes also that NCI officials were not readily aware of howthe contract was being carried out and what was beling achieved. We feelthat the NCt staff was generally aware of the cotract.performance andwas, and is, aware of the contract results. Throug, lnterim reports andpublications much of the contract "return" has become known to thescientific field. A monetary value cannot be attached to researchresults which could cover the spectrum from "no result" (which can be apos.tive finding) to a new discovery.
The NCI did not follow ,he routine procedure of using a standing corn-mlttee. Experts were used as consultants and were not to act as an "adhoc" committee but rather were to provide Independent advice directly toProgram. The use of consultants in this fashion was not precluded bythe existent guidelines and In the Judgment of th responsible NCI staffat that time tha use of a standing committee was not appropriate becausethe expertise d1 not exist in a committee. We feel that such a procedurewas not a violation of NCI guidelines. NCI's contracting procedures atthat time made dual committee review mandatory for new awards ratherthan renewals.

The addition of $1.1 million was for an additional six months of thework s'ecifted. It was deided to wlte an 13 month extension insteadof a 12 month extension. The GAO conclusion 1ndtcates that money wasadded with no attendant Increased scope of work. This is not true. Thenumber of manhours was Increased.

The present JNCP was t.rtten In good faith. vowse-, it is being fullyreexamined for ;%,ength and factual content.
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The NCI contracting officars are Instructed to requtre del very of all
items so designated in the contract schedule and are furnished with a
description of the means to carry out this function.

There may have been some laxity due to inadequate staffing. Action has
already been taken to improve monitoring of the contract.

We agree that the delivery of some items was apparently informally
waived and that necessary attention was not given to modifying the
contract to reflect our desires. Steps are being taken to improve this
phase of our operation in the future.

Appropriate NCI staff Is confident that it Is familiar with the accom-
plishments of the contractor. During the course of the review, GAO was
furnished with many interim reports which indicated progress by the
contractor.

The nature of biomedical research often precludes valuation of the
results. The true value of new information my not be determined until
arrayed with other knowledge galned through other as yet Incomplete
research. Judgment must be made relative to whether a scientist is
progressing and whetner the possibility of an end result is worth the
money being spent. Sometimes productivity can be measured by the number
of publications which are a primary mans of dissemination of knowledge
to the scientific community. It is interesting to note that Eppley
received 9.2% of the carcinogenesis collaborative research funds in
fiscal year 1973 and contributed 28% of the publications resulting from
the same funds.

The problems resulting from Eppley management actions are being investi-
gated and funds will be recovered as appropriate. As stated in the GAO
report, there have already been some chargeback cofrections.

The refurbitshment of te animal facilities has been suspended pending a
full analysis.

We agree that contract administration must be improved and will continue
to give that goal our attention.

GAO note: The remainder of the comments have been deleted
because they addressed general or technical
matters which have been incorporated into the
report.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KA MEDICAL CENTER
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September 28, 09f7

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart
Director of Human Resource Division
United States General

Accouating Office
441 G Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Re: Proposed GAO Report Concerning the Eppley Institute

Dear Mr. Ahart:

The University of Nebraska Medical Cener and the Eppley Institute for
Reseerch in Cancer sincerely appreciate the opportunity to conent on
the proposed General Accounting Office Report.

The attached cmuents are offered in a spirit of constructive coopera-
tion, while not in agreement with several specific findingu in the
proposed report. We are confident that the coments will be received
in that spirit.

4ain, Fr, Abhrt, we are pleassd to have had the opportunity to coament
on some aspects of the proposed report. For uo, the audit was a useful
experience. We trust you will call on us if vw can provide you or your
staff with further information.. You -e assured of our continuing
cooperation.

Sinacerely,

Chancellor,
University of Nebraska

Madical Center'
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Comments of the University of Nebraska IKdlcal Center and the Eppley Institute
for Research In Cancer on the Draft of Proposed General Accounting Office Report,
"Additional Efforts Needed to Improve Adminlstratlon of a Cancer Testing and
Research ContractNational Institutes of Health, Department of Health, Education,and-Welfare"

Reporting Obligations Under the Contract

- The proposed General Accounting Office (GAO) report Indicates that the
Eppley Institute (Eppley) did not submit two of six progress reports between
May, 1973 and September, 1976. As was mentioned (p. 38), many research projects
require two to three years to complete end preparation of comprehensive reports
ts an expensive process which takes Investigator time from research projects.

ProJ ct results and progress are reported to the Natlonal Cancer Institute
(NCI) In Ian nnual report, when manuscripts are submitted to a journal, and when
they finally appear In print. Annual repnorts provide an overall view of pro-
gress and problems and are sufficient for monitoring purposes. All manuscripts
of papers prepared for publication In scientific journals are sent to the
Project Officer at the same time Es they are submitted to Journals. Theso manu-
scripts proviao continual updating of significant progress and the current pro-
cedure assures that the NCi has this Information, usually six to nine months
before publictution.

In additlon, in the past two years, results which appear to have special
significance have, with the concurrence of the Project Officer, been forwarded
directly to the appropriate regulatory agency. For example, results showing
that cl Inically used drugs are carcinogenic, as for Instance with hycanthone,
nlridazole, grlseofulvin and dllantin, have been forwarded to the Food and Drug
Administration; results with chlorinated pesticides such as hexachlorobenzene
to the Environmrntal Protection Agency. The Institute welcomes the decision
by NCI Carcinogeissls Bloassay Program to further publicize its work. Eppley
has published its results through normally accepted scientific channels and
has been more than compliant Ir supplying information to NCI.

NCI recognized that the contract requirement for seml-innual reports was
excessive, and in September, 1976, it changed from seml-annual to annual re-
porting requirements.

With respect to "level of effort" reporting of staff hours, It should be
noted that monthly reports on the percentage of time spent by the staff on the
contract were provided.

Conduct of Operations

Unapproved Projects

The reports states (p. 44) that 11 projects were Initiated by Epploy without
proper NCI authorizatlon. Of these, six were proposed In the report of Novambq rI5, 1'7i, The PraJKt Dlrwntpr wm advised dOrlna a tel!phono Gonvnflrtinn
with thi formwer hputy AliM ht Dblector fr Cr t lnogenesls NMCI, to Initiate ,
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these projects pending the next comprehensive technical review of the contract(originally scheduled for November, 1976), provided no additional funds wererequired. This NCI official stated that he had discussed the matter with theAssociate Director for Carcinogenesis.

One project was proposed in the report of December 15, 1973, follow'Ing dis-
cussions between the Project Director, Project Officer, and Associate Directorfor Carcinogenesis. It was formally reviewed following the report of August15, 1974, and approval was affirmed by Contract Modification No. 2, datedFebruary 16, 1975.

A Another project was described In the December 15, 1973 and August 15, 1974reports. This ex<periment was a logical extension of a previously approvedproject and could have been considered the addition of one group of animals toan experiment In which six groups were already being treated. A new projectnumber was assigned because starting dates of the groups were different.

The three In vitro carcinogenesis projects cited by the report were proposed
In the report oFFebr-uary 1, 1973. There appears to be no written approvalof these projects until approval was affirmed by the contract renewal datedFebruary 16, 1975. Progress on these projects was described In our reportsdated December 15, 1973 and August 15, 1974. Eppley kept NCI Informed of theprogress on these projects and there was ample opportunity for review. Someerrors in Interpretation of the contract workscope were regretably made. Threeprojects of a total of 213 (GAO count, p. 39) should not be considered a dajorlapse. These projects were initiated during a period when NCI was Increasingits emphasis on in vitro studies. It Is significant that the Epplay in vitroprogram received highly favorable comments during the most recent contract re-view. The projacts cited were essential to development of this successful program.

The report suggests (p. 40 and p. 69) that Eppley obtain separate approvalby the Project Officer to start each new project, even though the projects havebeen already approved by the Review Committee and NCI and are so listed In thecontract. It is essential that the Project DIrector and Investigator have theauthority to schedule project Initiation. Availability of personnel, animals,equipment and space must be considered in determining starting dates and ef-fective research management requires that the Project Director have thisauthority. Procedures Initiated by Eppley in 1974 Insure that no new projectstare started without authorization from NCI. It Is now required that this authorl-
tzation be in writing. These controls are sufficient to prevent a recurrence ofthe errors cited in the report.

Overbreeding of Research Animals

(Period considered: from January 1, 1976 to December 31, 1976).

The proposed report reflects a misunderstanding of the mechanics of breedingresearch animals. This part of our comment will concern (I.). the required levelof breeding, (ii) the reason a research Institute such as Eppley requires Itsown supply of research animals, and (111) reasons for the level of production ofanimals maintained by Eppley.

:11Id YepoPtl ctl uUNltb LonuneerlngU ovaebrteidlig ard balud on a Ilt d.talllng
the approximate number of newborn offspring In the breading colony. The exactnumber of newborn >as not recorded by the animal breeders since the degree ofdisturbance of !tters required for precise counting Is likely to stress the
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animals and leads to cannibalism. The purpose of this record is to Indicate to
the animal breeder the fertility and productivity of the breeding animals and
to prevent continued breeding from the offspring of animals deficient in these
characteristics. At an appropriate time (4-5 days of age), runts must be k!lled
and the litter size reduced to the number of aveailable nipples on the rodent breast
(ten) to insure that high quality healthy nlimals are produced for research pur-
poses. It Is estimated that approximately 77,916 newborn animals led to 62,195
weanling animals. Of these, a further number estimated at 102 (6,200) was culled
before ahipping because they were considered not to be of the highest quality
necessary for research,.

The report did not recognize the need for replacemertof breeding stock.
In the period under consideration, this required approximately 6,200 animals
(102 of production). Certain NCI-funded projects required animals of only one
sex. For example, In skin painting experiments, feale mice are generally used,
since males, unless Individually housed, fight and cause rkin lacerations which
prevent clear-cut interpretation of test results. Similarly, only male rats
sre required for specific centract-funded, biochemical Investigations. If anl-
mils of the opposite sex are not concurrently required, they are usually destroyed.
We etiate that 8,263 animals of a single sex were required. Thus, an approxi-
mately equal number had to be destroyed. Furthermore, some biochemical experl-
ment, r-quire rats of a narrow weight range (for example, 55-65 g) to be supplied
on a Firticular day. This research requirement necessitates a degree of over-
bri..'!ng of at least 50-702. Wastage due to this factor totaled approximately
5,250 rats (based on the 70% factor).

Thus, the production of 55,995 first class weenling animals resulted In an
unavoidable excess of 9,001 or 16.12 (55,995--27,281 sh!pped for contract experl-
ments, 6,200 replacement breeders, 8,263 non-required sex, 5,250 animals not in
required weight range).

The conduct of high qual ty research In any.aspect of chemical carcinogenesis
requires that the investigating institute have complete control over Its experi-
*ental animals from conception to death. Otherwise there can be no guarantee
ithat the nimalrs used have not at some time been exposed to Infection (e.g.,
viral) or contamination by environmental chemicals which will render the Inter-
pretation of the results difficult and their significance, at best, questionable.
In view of the potentlal economic consequences of tests of specific substances
for carcinogenicity and the large Intrinsic costs of these test5, It would seem
to be a false economy to deny researchers responsibility for and control over
their own animals. Host of the animal strains bred by Eppley have been under
the control of Eppley, or the team previously working In the Chicago Medical
School, for more then 20 years. This means that there is a long history of the
naturally occurring tumors In these animals, and, especla;ly Important, the varl-
atlons In the yield of these tumors with time. This is of the utmos- Importance
In assessing the significance of Incidences of tumors thought to be Induced by
test chemicals. it can go far to prevent substances being wronglf Identified as
carcinogens with the attendant economic Impact on the community of Incorrectly
based regulatory decisions.

The required level of breeding is a matter of balanced Judgment. While In
many cases, It Is possible to predict the demand for specific experimental animals
in an orderly fashion, In other'cases, there is a need to commit animals to experl-
ment almost on an emergency basts. For example, there can be losses In animals
In a bloassy due to unexpected chemical toxicity. If anmals are not veillable,
there may hr a delay of 3 to 6 months In performing an xp.erlment. In addition,
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the underutilizatlon of professional and technical personnel would represent
greater inefficiency than the brooeeding of a few excess animals. Thus, an adequate
supply of animals is necessary for good mnanagment of the total contract.

Recognizing that production of a small percentage of animals in excess of
research requirements s Inevitable, Eppley has Initiated administrative pro-
cedures which will more accurately predict research needs and, hopefully, minimize
this excea;-

Renovation of Animall Breeding Facility at Mead, Nebraska

The present Eppley Institute Breoding Facility is housed In governwmnt-
furnished, temporary buildings which were aged when they were transferred In
1968 from the Chicago Medical School. Today, the buildings present a considerable
and continuing problem In maintenance. These buildings were not designed for,
nor do they conform to, modern standards for animals breeding. Eppley requested
funding for renovations on one government-furnished building to replace thr present
facility. Failure to make the proposed renovation will result In the continuing
total decay of the present Inadequate and obsolete facility. Without an adequate
facility, the high quality breeding program cannot be maintained, irrespective
of the level of breeding. The report's concern about the Increase in floor space
in the proposed new facility is groundless. The actual space available for anl-
mals will be less by 706 square feet (16S) than that presently used.

Funds Accounting

It is stated In the report (p. 17) that "several of the support personnel
whose salaries are paid with contract funds provide support to non-contract re-
search. Procedures to allocate these costs to the non-contract projects generally
have not been established. Our tests showed that substantial amounts of contract
support is being furnished with non-contract funds."

It is believed that the Instances of the use of contract personnel In non-
contract research Is minimal. It should also be noted that there are personnel
paid from non-contract funds who provide support to the contract. It is believed
that more definitive tests and reviews than have been conducted to date need to
be completed before statements or allegations speculating on the amount of each
are made. Any corrective action noted by such review will be takenl.

Eppley administration diligently attempts to Insure that ali support services
are utilized in conformity with contractual commitments. This effort Is compli-
cated by the fact that many Investigators use these services and, occasionally,
errors are made. The error cited by GAO (p. 49) In allocation of histology
costs arose because of an erroneous request for services by a s!ngle Investigator.
New procedures have bean instituted in the Histology and Photography Units to
requre all Investigators to Include a project or account number on all requests
for services. Non-contract projects will be charged for services and these
charges will be credited to the contract. Monthly animal Inventories, breeding
and delivery records are now being malnta;ned by the Associate Director's office
to Insure that animal costs are allocated properly. The report indicates that
the Photography Unit performed work for non-contract projects (p. 50). There
is no Indication that the 26 requests cited were not for contract projects. It
is not necessary that an employe be engaged solely In NCI contract research In
order for the request to be proper. Therefore, the test applied by GAO Is Invalid.
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, Another charge to the contract said to be Improper is that for animals.
Oral government approval was obtained for others to use excess animals, which
would otherwise have been destroyed, without charge.

There is a practical problem In strictly scgregattng the personnel, equipment
and facilitles which are used for NCI work from those used for other research.
It is neither e*fective nor,efficient to have duplicate sets of resources
,reserved exclusively ior each. Eppley is discussing this problem with NCI and
working towards Its solution.

Every reasonoble effort is being made to Insure that the government receives
maximul value for the funds spent at Eppley. The most Important :ontractual
comiltment, high quality research, has been performed diligently and within
budget estimates. In fact, Eppley has returned to the government unexpanded
funds totaling $356,000 during the contract period.

Equipment Accounting

Concerning the control of government equipment, the Universi;lty of Nebraska
iredlcal Canter (UNIC) established 'in 1972 an inventory control section, developed
a computor,. - 4 inventory control program, and initiated a system whereby equipment
is Invenriled. annually with listings cross-verified to monthly financlal repcrts.

During inventories, the Inventory Control Dopartment cannot always Identify
and locate all of the equipment, due to the nature of some of the scientific
equipment. Any differences that occur are transmitted to the department and a
follow-up visit by the manager of Inventory Control, along with a department
representative, is made to reconcile differences.. The list mentioned In the
report was obtained before any reconcilliation had occurred. This list had not
been forwarded to the department nor had the follow-up by Inventory Control taken
place. Upon such subsequent Investigation, of the 36 Items costing $52,477 included
on a list provided by the GAO auditors to the Eppley Contract Administrator, thirty
Items costing $50,377 have been reconciled.

it is Eppley's policy that government-furnished property be used only for
performance of contract research, in conformity wltl federal regulatlons. A
contractual technicality has resulted in some confusion in impleumnting this
policy. The contract general provllons recognize two classes of property:
government-furnished property, and property acquired by the contractor, the
cost of which is reimbursed by the government. All equipment purchased between
1968 and 1976 is In the second category and occaslonal usage for non-contract
purposes does not require prior approvel of the Contract Officer. Equipment
transferred to Eppley from the Chicago Medlcal School In 1968 was originslly
in this second category, but was reclassified as government-furnished property
when it was transferred. UNMC was unaware of this rec assification until it was
brought to our attention by GAO /uittors. Eppley will request approval for any

.occasional non-contract usage In the future.

Tho excpl1, of us*gl of the 1m1t opi tranmtar fAr wnrk ftr depirtrmnt nn
lwk UiIllYdl'lty of NUblka1illiitih a csput 0 !tid Vy CAO (p; 53) It A aiildal tase.

The Chemistry Department on the Lincoln campu:i operates a mass spectroetry
laboratory which provides services to all coeponents of the University. The
government-furnished spectrometer at Eppley was used on the few occasions cited
in the report when the Chemistry Department Instrument was not operational. Eoolev
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provided the service as a professional courtesy because the Lincoln facility
Is available for contract use In similar situations. Other Instruments on the
Lincoln campus, Including a nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer, have been
used for NCI contract research with no charge to the government. Eppley is
working with NCI to obtain .approval for such professional courtesy usage and for
occasional compensated service to other groups.

Continued efforts will be made to improve and upgrade the Inventory re-
porting as refinements can be made.

To allocate the cost of supplies used on other grants or contracts, pro-
cedures have been modified so that the storage area used for solvents Is now
locked and solvents are Issued by requisition only (p. 62). The past procedure
of allowing staff members to take solvents as needed and record their own usage
on forms provided for that purpose has been discontinued. The old procedure was
employed for convenience since the solvent storage area, a recently added fire-
proof room, is located on the sixth floor and the main stockroom Is In the base-
ment. Both areas are maintained by one clerk. Eppley now uses sequential numbering
of requisition forms to insure that all forms are accounted for.

Personnel Accounting

UNHC Instituted a new time certification procedure for professional staff
In January, 1977, after several months of drafts and reviews with the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare ("HEW") in order to comply with HEW requirements.
Time spent on research is now certified by Individual Investigators or super-
visors In accordance with these revised procedures.

The flexibility to Stilize available personnel In performance of research
is an important management requirement. Personnel have been assigned to pro-
Jects and transferred between projects, based on the Judgment of the Project '
Director, to insure efficient utilization of staff in accomplishing the research
obJeatives. Personnel requirements often change during the course of research
as new problems occur or change In emphasis is required to exploit new findings.
The Project Director must have the authority to respond rapidly to these changds
and utilize available personnel in positions for which they are qualified.

The automated leave accounting system provides leave balance Information
on approximately 4,000 full-time employees of the Medical Center. The employees
are distributed over approximately 130 departments which are grouped Into 9 units.

Due to some difficulties in the past, the leave accounting system was under-
going some rev!slons st the time of this audit. Improvements that have been In-
corporated Include:

I. Biweekly employees will no longer be required to turn in absence
reports. This Information will come directly from respective time
cards

2. All monthly employees will be required to turn In absence reports
to the Personnel Records Office no later than one day after they
return to work. Supervisors end Administrators will be responsible
for enforcing this for their employees.
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3. The frequency of reports has Increased from 1 a month to every
2 weeks.

4. The format of the reports has been altered to improve readability
and usage.

The Medical Center is optimistic that the preceeding Improvements will
enhance the reliability of'tho system and ollminate discrepancies such as those
mentioned In the report.

Results of Research

Tho report questiong whether the significance of project results Is adequately
beasured (p. 41). Eppley agrees with MCI cfficials that much research has a gen-
orally Intangible value. However, In the carcinogenesis area covered by the
Eppley contract, the volume of work of Intangible value is considerably less than
in areas In which basic science Is being considered. The variable in work con-
cerned with chemically induced cancer Is the time from the first discovery in an
area to its use In the prevention of human cancer. It Is regretable that the
contract highlights document did not make this apparent to the auditors; the docu-
ment was iritten In concededly scientific terms for the MCI Project Officer.
A few examples 3f the level ofpractical application are:

Highlight Document 11 6a) 11) records the inhibitory effect of ascorbate on
lhe Interaction of nitrite and secondary or tertiary amines and amides to form
PI-nltroso compounds, many of which are potent carcinogens. Eplaey s observations
are now applied by members of the meat industry to reduce public exposure to these
carcinogens as far as possible without forgoing the anti-bacterial protection
afforded by nitrite against acutely and lethally toxic microbes such as Cl.
botul inum.

Highlight Document II 1 a) -d): Eppley test results are reported through the
MCI Project Officer to the Bureau of Drugs and, where appropriate, to the
World Health Organization. Eppley has been Informed that the demonstration that
the anti-schistosomal drug nirldazole is a potent animal carcinogen has already
led to Its abandonment In the treatment of schistosomal disease In Egypt, where
large numbers of human patients were previously receiving appreciable levels of
this drug. Eppley anticipates that the results will prevent the Puerto Rican
population, some of whom carry schistosomal disease, from being treated with
.his carcinogenic drug.

Highlight Document 11 5: In the case of model systems such as those developed
at Eppley for cancer of the pancreas, peripheral nervous system tumors, respira-
tcry cancer and esophageal cancer, the Impact on human health Is less direct and
consequently more delayed. These systems provide: (1) models for testing poten-
tial carcinogens against a specific tissue, as has been amply demonstrated with
the respiratory cancer model; and (2) systems for elucidation of factors modifying
the development of the disease.

Another way to assess the value of a scientific discovery is to quantify
the level of scientific effort which the discovery has ge,erated. Eppley's work
on the nitrosatlon of amines and amides combined with the Inhibitory effect of
ascorbic acid, and the discovery and developraent of a model for pancreatic cancer,
bith rate high by thls uthod of assesuaont.
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Results of research conducted by Eppley hav been thoroughly revlewed by
competent scientific authority. The assessment of the quality and value of a
particular piece of scientific research requires a high level of scientific
understanding If the conclusions are to be meaningful.

A traedtlonal measure of the extent of one's contribution to scelonific
knowledge is the number of scholarly articles 'which on's research has generated.
'The Carcinogenesis Program, Fiscal Year 1976 tDivision of Cacer Cause and
Prevention, NCI)," the most recent document In which scientific publications
are listed for Intramural and contract programs, states that Eppley was In
fiscal year 1976 responsible for 86 of 536 publications (16) In the contract
area. The totsl carcinogenesis budget for fiscal year 1976 was stated to be
$42,469,000, of which Epopley was awarded $2,741,284 (6.462), which suggests that,

on the basis of poeer-reviewed publications, Eppley's contribution Is well above
the average of other contractors. The corresponding percentages for 1973, the first
year of the current contract, were 281 of publicatons crompared to 9.22 of the

collaborative research funds.

General Comments

Host of the comments contalined In the proposed GAO report concern Eppley'a
reporting, accounting, and control measures in administering the contract.
Several of these have been acknowledged as valid and in most cases, steps have
already been taken to correct the problems. We are appreciative of the G6
recommendations.

Eppley and NCI must weigh the value of new extensive allocation and ac-
counting procedures against the benefits to be gained. It has never been the
purpose df Eppley to construct a rigid bureaucracy. Our task is to conduct
research into the causes and prevention of cancer.

Another consideration is that unduly strict monitoring of research is not

conducive to effective scientific investigations. These Inquiries should not
be limited by cost-ineffective administrative requirements, wall Intentioned
though they may be. Buying research Is quite different than buying * desk, a
building or even a nrw warplane.

Finally, the extent of the problem which the GAO has discovered should be
considered. The fact Is that the propriety of only a small percentage of the
total expenditures of the Eppley contract Is questioned. It is hoped that the
final report will reflect that condition.

GAO note; The page numbers cited refer to a draft cf this
report and do not correspond tc the page numbers
in the final report.
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PRINCIPAL HEW OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE

FOR ADMINISTERING ACTIVITIES

DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

Tenure of Office
From To

SECRETARY OF HEW:
Joseph A. Califano, Jr. Jan. 1977 Present
David Mathews Aug. 1975 Jan. 1977Casper W. Weinburger Feb. 1973 Aug. 1975

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HEALTH:
Julius Richmond July 1977 Present
James F. Dickson III (acting) Jan. 1977 July 1977
Theodore Cooper (note a) Feb. 1975 Jan. 1977Charles C. 'wards Mar. 1973 Feb. 1975

DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF
HEALTH:

Donald S. Fredrickson July 1975 PresentRonald W. Lamont-Havers (acting) Jan. 1975 July 1975
Robert S. Stone May 1973 Jan. 1975

DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE:
Arthur C. Upton July 1977 Present
Guy R. Newell, Jr. (acting) Nov. 1976 July 1977
Frank J. Rauscher, Jr. May 1972 Nov. 1976

a/ Acting Assistant Secretary of Health from Feb. 1975 to
May 1975.

(10383)
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